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Chapter 1. Introduction
Note
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Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this document for any purpose is hereby granted
without fee, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright
notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

THE DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED, IN NO EVENT SHALL I BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY.
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Chapter 2. Printed Circuits
Printed Circuit Board design

It was common to use imperial measurement units for printed circuit boards. Nowadays in the age
of sub-miniature surface mount components, metric units are commonly used. This results that the
PCB (Printed Circuit Board) makes use of both, usually the grid where the components are places is
imperial, the outside dimension and SMD (Surface Mount Devices) are metrical. In PCB design the
unit mil is quite common: 1mil = 1/1000 inch = 25.4 um

Kicad
http://kicad-pcb.org/ is a GPL application without licenses limitations.

Thanks to CERN’s key philosophies its popularity increased: https://cernandsocietyfounda-
tion.cern/projects/kicad-development

The pdf English documentation including a tutorial (the handbooks) are in a directory as:/usr/
share/doc/kicad-doc-5.1.0/help/en

https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Kicad/Kicad

http://www.kicadlib.org/for additional libraries

When a new project is created, the ASCII readable file with the extension *.pro is created containing
the project information. In general all files Kicad is using are ASCII files and can be read and edited.

An example: Copy an rename a directory containing a Kicad project. The rename the files to the new
project and and find/replace in the important Kicad files the old project name with the new one.

The file:

/usr/share/doc/kicad-20090320.1666/file_formats/file_formats.pdf

contains the data format of the Kicad files, however the *.pro file is not described there since it contains
obvious data plus the libraries used in the design (When saved to the *.pro file).

Instead of coping and editing an existing project, a project can be converted into a template. So new
project can make use of such templates. KiCad comes with many templates in /usr/share/ki-
cad/template/ to allow a quick creation of shields as for Arduinos and Raspberries.

Under Gentoo, Kicad got split in different packages, to get a full feature install  emerge kicad-meta

KiCad Libraries

Even-though Kicad is quite intuitive and allows to start right away to draw schematics and then layout
the PCB, at some point there will be an issue with the component libraries. Components might simply
not be found in the libraries, Kicad might not find its libraries. Opening an old Kicad project with a
new Kicad version might have library issues.

If no troubles appear then this section can be skipped. If troubles appear then this section might give
the answer.

Kicad creates cache files containing a copy of the library components used in the design.

Kicad has a big evolution with its libraries. This caused some library incompatibilities..

The libraries are in /usr/share/kicad. Under Linux regular users do not have the permission to
mess around in this directory. Create a custom libraries where frequently backups are made.

http://kicad-pcb.org/
https://cernandsocietyfoundation.cern/projects/kicad-development
https://cernandsocietyfoundation.cern/projects/kicad-development
https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Kicad/Kicad
http://www.kicadlib.org/
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Recently the libraries can also be found on GitHub but since they move around on GitHub the default
Kicad installation might have dangling links and not finding its libraries. As common with git the
libraries from GitHub can be cloned as regular files and directories to the local computer and used
from there as any other local library.

https://www.digikey.com/ created a GitHub kicad library https://github.com/digikey/digikey-kicad-li-
brary containing components from their stock.

Kicad can import eagle component libraries.

Schematic component library

Schematic component libraries end with the extension *.lib and have an associated documentation
file *.dcm. They are in /usr/share/kicad/library

To deal with a schematic component library, eeschema has to be opened.

Making libraries available goes in two steps:

• Add the path to the libraries to the search path.

• Add the library to the project.

To copy schematic components from one library to an other requires some steps:

1. Open the library and the desired component in libedit

2. Export it to a *.lib file

3. Open the destination library in libedit

4. Import the component

5. Save it to ram and then save it to disk.

Schematic libraries containing components that look as blocks can be created using a graphical front-
end: http://kicad.rohrbacher.net/quicklib.php

After that the rather ugly components can be modified:

1. Place the component on the schematics

2. Open the libedit the library editor

3. Select the library and then the component

4. Modify the component as you desire

5. Save it to the library and schematics

Schematics library components should have documentation. Doc is a sting explaining is simple words
what the components is about. Keywords should contain some words to group and search such com-
ponents. The DocFileName can point to a *. pdf file.

The schematic library components can have also a footprint filter, that helps to find a matching foot-
print and avoids that wrong footprints can be chosen.

The *.lib files are text files. The components are listed and their definition starts with 3 lines of
comments that follows a block opened with a DEF line and closing with a ENDDEF:

#
# 07-HEX-V
#
DEF 07-HEX-V S 0 40 Y Y 1 L 
<here comes the stuff that you better edit in the graphical editor>
ENDDEF

https://www.digikey.com/
https://github.com/digikey/digikey-kicad-library
https://github.com/digikey/digikey-kicad-library
http://kicad.rohrbacher.net/quicklib.php
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The DEF line contains also the name of the component 07-HEX-V, unused, text_offset, draw_pin-
number, draw_pinname, unit_count, units_locked and option_flag.

The schematics *.sch files are text files as well they obviously contain references to to the schematic
components used. Those references look as follows:

$Comp
L CONN_12X2 P14
<stuff where and how to put it on the page> 
$EndComp

In the example above L lists the component followed by its name. P14 is the assembly reference since
in this case multiple P (=connectors) can be on the board.

Footprint library

For the footprint libraries there are the old *.mod files and the new *.pretty directories that contain
for every footprint a *.kicad_mod file.

Using the Foot Print Editor open the *.mod file and save as *.pretty the old format can be con-
verted into the new format.

They are in /usr/share/kicad/modules

Footprints are called modules and represent the physical outline on the board.

The footprint editor ModEdit can just be started within PCBNew by clicking the "Open module editor"
icon. Components can be loaded and stored in libraries or saved a s single component library.

Creating new footprints can best be done by loading an existing one from a library. This way pad and
grid settings contain are already useful values. A good start to create a new component is counting
the pins and then select a SIL connector. The click on a pad and make export pad settings. Select the
custom library as the working directory to saved there.

If a new footprint is created from a current board then the pads have a Pad Net Name, this is necessary
if the module gets saved back to the board, but when saved to a library wipe out the data from those
fields. Also the text contains an instance number (as P16). This number has to be modified to P***.

The footprints can be documented using a Doc string and Keywords.

mod files

The *.mod files are text files. The file contains a block that starts with $INDEX and ends with
$EndINDEX that contains a list of all footprints. The footprint definition than follows afterwards,
where every footprint has a block that starts with $MODULE <footprint name> and ends with
a $EndModule <footprint name>

$INDEX
HEX-V-Switch
LCD_20x4
<other footprints>
$EndINDEX
$MODULE LCD_20x4
<the footprint definition better to edit in the gui>
$EndMODULE  LCD_20x4

The *.brd files are text files as well and have obviously references to the footprints used. Those
references look as follows:

$MODULE pin_array_12x2
<everything seen on the board>
$EndMODULE  pin_array_12x2
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Libraries for 3D

The 3D view makes use of wings (see http://www.wings3d.com/) and its KiCad libraries in /
usr/share/kicad/modules/packages3d. Theoretically any modeling SW that can produce
*.wrl files can be used. Since 3D modeling SW are very complex, import export problems might
occur with 3D editors other than wings.

Note

Blender can directly import *.wrl files but can not directly export them. Exporting *.3ds,
*.obj and *.stl and then importing to wings works partly. Some formats loose parts
other color.

Note

A 3D model can be used for different KiCad component, since it can be zoomed (Example:
A Capacitor 3D model, can be zoomed to be a 2.5mm, 5.00mm, 7.5mm, … grid KiCad
component).

To create a 3D model install wings and browse in /usr/share/kicad/modules/pack-
ages3d to find something that looks similar. Than save it under a different name with the *.wings
extension and export it as VRML model with the *.wrl extension.

The grid of wings matches with a KiCad grid of 2.54mm, however within KiCad the components have
to be rotated 90° x and 180° y. When creating components it is wise to enter always the coordinates
using the Tab key so everything matches the grid. Select also under view > orthograpic view do control
better that everything is on the grid.

Select the component using ModEdit and go to Module Properties. In the the 3D settings tab select
the 3D file, scale, rotation and offset. Finally check with the ModEdit 3D preview if the component
is rotated, scaled correctly and that the pins match the layout.

It is best to observe in CVpcb if the footprint has a 3D view. To add a 3D model to a component that
is already used in PCBnew, the component needs to be deleted and the netlist reloaded. However this
is not necessary if a 3D model gets modified.

Now the *.wing file has to be edited using wings and exported to *.wrl.

Symbol files

Symbol files (*.sym) contain no pin assignments and other component parameters and are used to
efficiently create components. Symbols can be imported and exported to components.

Making your design stable for future KiCad versions

This section is not important when starting to work with KiCad, but it gets very important when the
work is done to archive it for later use.

Newer KiCad versions can archive all project files to a *.zip and unpack a project from a *.zip file.

Additionally and for older KiCad Version when a design is finished and a board ordered, a backup of
what has been used from the libraries should be done. This is quite easy and can prevent big troubles
in the future. All to do is to create a symbol library and a footprint library from what got used.

1. To create the symbol library, copy, paste and rename (delete the word cache in its filename) the
<project name>.cache.lib and its documentation file <project name>.cache.dcm

Note

This shows the importance and purpose of those files. Those files also contains modifica-
tion to the symbols that have not been copied back to the libraries.

http://www.wings3d.com/
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2. Create the footprint library by going in PCBnew and do File > Archive Footprints > Create Footprint
Archive.

When in the future the project is reopened all libraries from the preferences can be deleted and replaced
by those two libraries.

Additionally creating *.svg, *.pdf documents is recommended. Having Gerber files also saves the
artwork, and allows ordering boards from everywhere.

Important

*.svg is a vector format and therefore optimal to publish a schematic page. However kicad
*.svg export has (or had) a bug the ; character in polyline fill="none;” causes an error when
fop tries to export it to pdf.

Therefore search for fill="none;” and replace in fill=”none”

Drawing the schematics

From the KiCad main window EESchema (Schematic editor) opens the schematic editor and when
saved, the *.sch file is created (plus some less important cache files). As with many drawing programs
working with a grid is necessary, but often creates frustrating results when the components can not be
placed onto the grid. Use as grid of the schematics 50mil, then check by clicking on the components
that they use also a 50mil grid.

To verify that the wires connect, click on the components and drag them pressing the G key, so the
wire will become a rubber band, when connected. However a weak point is that the wires can not be
edited and can become ugly stretched. Select the wires and break them and delete not desired part or
if it is really bad delete the complete wire. When moving instead (M key), the wires to the component
will detach. With the R key you can rotate the component. The Insert key is also quite useful, it works
as a repeat last command key.

Figure 2.1. KiCad schematics
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Cleaning up the schematics

Before proceeding further, some steps are required or strongly recommended:

First click on Schematic Annotation, so every component gets an unique name.

Multi-part components are components as the 7400 containing 4 identical gates (=units) that can be
placed everywhere on the schematic page. During annotation those units are packeted into a single
physical component. Also other components as relays make use of it this method, allowing to place
the relays coil on a different location than the relays contacts. Selecting the component and do edit
component > unit lets you switch between relays coil and contacts.

The Schematic Electric Rule Check will mark all connection points that are not connected. When
placing components they need to be annotated otherwise they are like ghosts and it might be not
possible to connect them with wires. The errors and warnings caused by the schematic electric rule
check produce small arrows that can be clicked to see their reasons. The errors and warnings do not
to be removed to proceed.

Some errors that usually pop up are:

1. The “non connect flag” (blue cross) can be placed on not used output pins to prevent an error.

2. ERC << Warning Pin power_in not driven (Net 15), is a power net that has no power source. Place
the component PWR_FLAG to this net to remove this ERC error.

Mounting holes appear also in the schematics, since they can be done using the 1pin footprint and
then edit its parameters.

Create the net list

To create the net list using the schematic editor Netlist Generation, the *.net file is created.

Note

You have to run Netlist Generation again when you did some modification in the schematic,
since the PCB creation programs use the netlist and not the *.sch file.

Link the schematic components to physical footprints

There is a new way and an old way to go.

1. The new way is right click on the component in the schematic and then via properties select the
Footprint

2. The old way is run Cvpcb and get a list to link the schematic symbols to the foot prints. Having
a list gives a good overview.

In the project window click on Cvpcb to link schematic components (*.lib files) to physical pack-
ages (foot prints *.mod or *.kicad_mod files). Click on Display the filtered footprint list for the
current component, to make the list of available footprints smaller. For the components that have no
footprint assigned (or where you like to change the default footprint, click on the desired footprint. To
know what got selected click as well on View selected footprint. When done all is added to the Netlist
and a *.cmp file is created listing all components.

There are many options to help making useful links:

1. There is an option to select the footprint on schematic level. Go the edit component > footprint and
add the footprint name (as DIP-16__300_ELL for IC package).
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Do not forget to run Netlist Generation after that.

2. Additionally a schematic component has a footprint filter that can be assigned. Check this with
libedit.

3. Equivalence files (*.equ files) can be created to allow automatically selection of schematic com-
ponents to footprints. Equivalence files simply contain a list, linking component names to footprint
values. They are in /usr/share/kicad/modules

Create the PCB

Start PCBnew from the project window. Then browse netlist and load netlist. A *.brd file is created.
Use the command move new modules to get them apart.

Figure 2.2. KiCad PCB

The PCB has different layers, not all layers are copper layers. Everything is a layer as the silk screen and
soldering mask and what comes next the “Edges PCB” layer that defines the boards dimension to be
drawn using graphic lines or a polygon. Since the board dimensions must be precise press the space bar
to get the origin 0 for the relative coordinates shown on the status bar. The comment, drawings, ECO1
and ECO2 are layers for documentations as to show mechanical dimensions (e.g. drawing layer).

Note

Copper layer is the soldering side (Page Up) does not mean it is the page that points upward,
it means the hot key, if you press onto the Page Up key then the copper layer is selected.

Important

Make sure Courtyard layers are visible F.CrtYd and BCrtYd so components are not placed
to near.

When placing the modules on the PCB, un-hide modules rats nest to see rubber bands attached to the
module and get a feeling where it connects.
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Note

Check that the "Add tracks and vias" tool is not enabled otherwise you can not draw the
boards outline.

People write books about how to use the mouse. Mostly it is intuitive, but certain things not, therefore
here, the how to use the mouse:

Click and release, then move the line, click and release to extend the line.

Press space to set the origin from where the relative distances to the cursor are measured.

To change track width, just modify the default value, the list of track widths will expand.

For mounting holes add the "1pin" footprint, then edit the pad in order to have the correct size (pad
diameter and drill value). To have it consistent with the schematic the CONN_1 could be added to
the schematics. This gives a plated hole.

Selecting with the mouse a module and use the keystrokes M for move and R for rotate prevent the
numerous mouse clicks using the menu. The + and – key select different copper layers. You need to get
familiar with different track edit operations, read the manual for that (deleting segments, Backspace
key to undo last click, brake track and move via, brake track and move node … ).

Viewing 3D

When you are done you deserve a 3D view of the result.

If you create a board with more than 2 layers, it might happen that some modules are just for 2 layer, if
creating zones, then those holes are not present and causing DRC errors, also it is not possible to wire
up inner layer to them. In such cases edit the module. Go to edit pads global, check if the dimensions
are ok (pad size 0.056” drill 0.036”), then click on change module and save it to the board.

Figure 2.3. KiCad 3D

Order the board

If your preferred PCB manufacturer supports kicad then you can send directly the kicad files. If not
then Gerber data has to be produced.
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Nowadays the manufacturing process usually will not use films anymore that have to be manually
placed onto the board to be exposed to light, so there is no need to add fiducial marks, alignment marks
and dimensions to the design. For some manufacturers those stuff outside of the board might even
disturb and cause additional work or maybe you get a larger board with a higher price, where you have
to cut those things off. It is enough to submit the data in an electronically form. However make sure
to not to exclude the PCB-Edges layer when creating the board, since this layer defines the outline.

Figure 2.4. kiCad drill

To create Gerber data, just plot the board to Gerber format. For each selected layer a separate file is
produced (*.pho). Consider also to generate the drill file (*.drl) that contains all diameters of the
holes. Otherwise you might end up drilling the holes your self!

With Gerber data it is simply a must to use a Gerber viewer. KiCad includes a Gerber viewer to verify
it. However it is still not guaranteed that you get what you expected, since Gerber files depend on a
tool set (aperture and drill tables). Last but not least every layer is usually a file and you could end
up having the bottom layer as top layer, so for surface mount components the PCB would be useless.
So a Gerber viewer that can pack everything together in a single file that is understand by the PCB
manufacturer verified by yourself is the way to go.

To be safe, check with your PCB manufacturer, if it supports a viewer project file that puts everything
together. As example:

A PCB producer services that will not be scared when ordering little quantities is:

http://www.pcb-pool.com/. The Gerber data can be submitted using GC-prevue down-loadable for
free of charge on their site (so is KiCad).

The original place of GC-prevue is: http://www.graphicode.com/

http://www.pcb-pool.com/
http://www.graphicode.com/
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Figure 2.5. GCprevue

The *.gwk file can be uploaded to get the PCB. Only drawback, GC-prevue is not a Linux application.
However GC-prevue can be installed under Linux using wine. After installing it do a:

cd ~/.wine/drive_c/GCPREVUE followed by:

wine gcprevue.exe to have it running. Don't forget to copy your Gerber data and drill file somewhere
under ~/.wine/drive_c or better make a link from ~/.wine/drive_c to where the kicad data
is, so it is in reach of wine. To not confuse the manufacturer, rename and order the layers for a 2 layer
board as follows:

1. First layer drill.nc the drill data,

2. Second layer top.ger the top or component side copper layer,

3. Third layer bottom.ger the bottom or soldering side copper layer

4. Forth layer tresist.ger solder resist top side

5. Fifth layer bresist.ger solder resist bottom side

The layers can be imported and the GC-prevue is able to detect automatically what it is. Importing
the drill gets probably errors. So do not load the drill automatically, load as drill and a window with
options pops up. Check KiCads export options if they are different from its defaults and adjust them to
the GC-prevue's Load Drill data window. Additionally you need to manually create the drill diameter
table in GC-prevue. Therefore create and open the KiCad Drill report file.
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Figure 2.6. Drill data

To have the layers end up in GC-prevue's window, you need also to set an offset (x-offset 1” y-offset
10”) you can do it either under edit or when loading the layers.

Then you can observe the result an when happy save all to get a a *.gwk file to be e-mailed to the
PCB manufacturer. Restore all will read *gwk files at later stage.

Check limits of the PCB manufacturer and set the PCB Design Rule Checks accordingly. This should
be the first thing when you do a PCB, but putting it right at the beginning would complicate the stuff
unnecessary, since most PCB manufacturers can work with the KiCad default rules.

Printing

To have nice drawings that are even in 1to1 scale do a plot to postscript first. Then using something
as kgostview or gsview to convert it to pdf.

Plot silkscreen on component layer to get an assembly drawing. If the drawings are big as A2 print
them first in a A2 pdf and then print them again to shrink.

Or print to SVG and open it using inkscape and convert there to PDF or print from there.

KiCad hints

There is no renaming project command in KiCad but it can be done manually thanks to have the KiCad
files as Ascii. Rename the pro, brd, sch, lib, cmp, mod files and then open pro, sch, in an Ascii editor
and make search old name replace with new name.
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Eagle
Eagle is a PCB (Printed Circuit Board) design program. It is commercial, but can also be run as Free-
ware. As Freeware it is limited to one schematic page and 2 layer board with maximum dimensions
of 80mm*100mm an non commercial usage. For a hobbyist those limitations are mostly acceptable.

You must first run it as root to install the Freeware license. Add icon on desktop, you find the binary
and an eagle icon in the /opt/eagle/bin directory. Select on the desktop icon that you want to
run it as different user (root). Start it, then change back to regular user.

After finishing the work eagle lets you export the data in various standard formats as Gerber, where the
tooling lists (drills and apertures) needs to be specified. This is a potential source of errors. Luckily,
there is a more easy and hassle free way by sending the eagle data as it is to a PCB manufacturer that
accepts it. PCB manufacturers specialized for small quantities are:

http://www.pcb-pool.com/

https://www.conrad.ch/

Simulation

Spice
Spice has a very long 30 years history in simulation. It is therefore a command line tool but many gui
tools exist to make use (and abuse) of it. There is the originalhttp://bwrcs.EECS.Berkeley.EDU/Class-
es/IcBook/SPICE/ version but there is also the next generation spice ngspice http://ngspice.source-
forge.net/presentation.html#

Since many tools are used that can run standalone and exchange various data in various formates many
things can go wrong. To get a good overview and troubleshoot it is good to spend some time and run
everything using the command line.

Spice with command line

To work in the console a text file describing the schematics need to be created. Those files have usually
cir as file extension.

astable oscillator
*
.tran 10us 10ms 1ms
*
vcc vcc gnd 12.0
r1 vcc b2 22k
r2 vcc b1 22k
r3 vcc o1 1k
r4 vcc o2 1k
c1 o1 b2 0.1uF
c2 o2 b1 0.1uF
q1 o1 b1 gnd generic
q2 o2 b2 gnd generic
*
.model generic npn
*
.end

The files start with a title line and end with .end. * is used to mark a line as comment. The term
node is used for the electrical wires between the components. For the simulation it is important to

http://www.pcb-pool.com/
https://www.conrad.ch/
http://bwrcs.EECS.Berkeley.EDU/Classes/IcBook/SPICE/
http://bwrcs.EECS.Berkeley.EDU/Classes/IcBook/SPICE/
http://ngspice.sourceforge.net/presentation.html#
http://ngspice.sourceforge.net/presentation.html#
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name a node gnd (or 0) since many things default to gnd and therefore the simulation could fail. The
lines start with the type of the component used with a number attached in case of multiple types. The
follows a list of nodes where the components pins are attached. Finally a list of values that describe
the characteristics follow. Some desired actions can be put in the file as .tran to define the transient
analysis, the parameter following are the time between calculation steps, and the end time it is good
to use units as e.g. 1ns for the step time. There are more options as adding a third time as start time to
not see the initialization. Some components require a .model definition to set additional characteristics
this seems to be necessary for junction transistors since the letter q does not specify if it is a PNP or
a NPN type.

ngspice test.cir starts ngspice with the cir file and ends in the spice console. On the prompt type run
to run the simulation. plot base will plot the node base (alternatively the command gnuplot<output
filename> base can be used). A picture can appears that can be plotted as ps. op runs the DC
simulation where print base gives the DC voltage on the node base. The command edit allows to
modify the loaded file listing shows the input file Finally quit exits the spice shell.

ngspice can also run as a regular command line program and put the outputs as raw format to a file:
ngspice -b osc.cir -r osc.out

The raw format output can be read by gwave osc.out

When gwave has successfully loaded the data, then two windows spear, one showing the wave form
that look after the first start very empty but the second window shows all available signals as buttons,
click on the buttons and drag the cursor into the panel area and the wave forms become visible

Spice with gui

Many programs to be used come from the http://wiki.geda-project.org http://wiki.geda-project.org/.
An alternative of ngspice is gnucap, that is also supported.

To not work in the command line, the schematic has to be drawn fist. This is made preferably with
gschem

http://wiki.geda-project.org
http://wiki.geda-project.org/
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Figure 2.7. gschem

To use the schematics there is gspiceui.
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Figure 2.8. gspiceui

However gspiceui makes use of many other programs as ngspice (alternatively gnucap), gwave,
gschem and makes mandatory to understand how the data is exchanged between those programs.
Knowing that, allows also semi gui way by having multiple windows open and work partly in the con-
sole. Inside gspiceui there is also a console where the commands and their responses can be observed.

A .cir file used by spice has not all the information a schematics has, especially the 2D placement of
the components, so an editor as gschem has to be used to draw a schematics and then imported in
gspiceui. gspiceui does the creation of the cir file in two steps. When importing, it creates a file with
that has .ctk extension. This file holds everything a cir file has except the simulation commands, that
obviously do not come out of the schematics.

The schematics must hold all necessary spice characteristics so check the automatic created spice file
(net list) to see what it got.

Note

Add the attribute netname gnd to the ground, since without gnd it is highly probable that the
simulation will fail.

The spice component library in gschem holds the necessary components as power sources. Attributes
have to be added to the components until the space behavior is fully defined.

For complexer components as transistors a reference to a model is required. ngspice supports certain
models as (R, C, L, D, PNP, NPN, PMOS, NMOS, ...). The default values of those models can be
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overwritten by adding a parameter list. Such models are used in two steps. The first attribute is a refer-
ence to a model_name. The second attribute that needs to be set just once on the schematic page is the
model itself. In the .ckt file this creates a .model line. This line defines the model and it characteristics
(the following models uses defaults so just npn remains):

model_name mytransistor
model mytransistor NPN

Other model descriptions look more complete and can be found on the internet as

.model Q2N2222A NPN (IS=14.34F XTI=3 EG=1.11 VAF= 74.03
BF=255.9 NE=1.307 ISE=14.34F IKF=.2847 XTB=1.5 BR=6.092 
NC=2 ISC=0 IKR=0 RC=1 CJC=7.306P MJC=.3416 VJC=.75 FC=.5 
CJE=22.01P MJE=.377 VJE=.75 TR=46.91N TF=411.1P ITF=.6 
VTF=1.7 XTF=3 RB=10)
.model D1N4148 D (IS=0.1PA, RS=16 CJO=2PF TT=12N BV=100
IBV=0.1PA)

Those models are not enough to model integrated circuits. However integrated circuits can be modeled
using those models. Any circuit including integrated circuit can therefore be defined as sub circuit and
can be put between .SUBCKT <name of th IC> <list of pins> and .end. The .end <name
of IC> can have optionally the component line to see to what the .end belongs to. For most of IC those
spice models are available through the IC manufacturers, however they can be more or less precisely.
Luckily those complex .subckt files from the manufacturer can be kept apart from the schematics. The
link from the schematics to the .subckt file is done by setting the file attribute in gschem. Additional
the model-name attribute needs to be set, since the file might contain multiple devices.

Note

The number of pins and its sequence need to match between schematic file and spice model,
this is often not the case since both file have mostly different authors.

What is still missing are the type of simulation and its parameters to be performed, this can be set via
the simulation tab. The a complete cir file with the extension .ckt is created and the simulation can be
started. After the simulation has finished a ASCII file with .tr for transient is created. Inside the console
of gspiceui just the first 1000 lines (as defined in the preferences) can be observed. Additionally the
preferences allow an automatic delete of the simulation output files.

Simulation results can be observed using the wave form viewer gwave (or alternatively gaw gtk analog
wave viewer). gwave can be started within gspiceui or as standalone application. It does not make use
of the ASCII file with the .tr extension. It works with raw format.

Note

Versions below 1.0.0 of gspiceui seem to pass the tr file to gwave and gwave will show
nothing. If running into a problem working in the console using cthe following commands
might help: ngspice -b irtrans.ckt -r irtrans.out and gwave irtrans.out
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Figure 2.9. gwave

Digital simulation
A pure java application is http://www.tetzl.de/java_logic_simulator.html it allows button led simula-
tions java -jar LogicSim.jar starts it

java -jar hades.jar additional to button led simulation it also supports wave forms.

Irsim is a digital simulator http://opencircuitdesign.com/irsim/ on level of transistors but not circuits.
It treats transistors as ideal. A good digital design does not make use of non ideal situations. Again,
this simulator requires a .sim text file, xcircuit http://opencircuitdesign.com/xcircuit/is a tool to draw
schematics and then export them to irsim.

Wings 3D
Wings 3D is a 3D modeler http://www.wings3d.com/ that allows to draw 3D objects. It is the default
tool to create the 3D wrl files in KiCad to have 3D view of printed circuit boards.

Figure 2.10. Wings

Wings 3D can export the created objects into different format as *.pov used by the render engine
povray.

To work with it, emerge wings, run one of the tutorials and look at its manual found on http://
www.wings3d.com/.

http://www.tetzl.de/java_logic_simulator.html
http://opencircuitdesign.com/irsim/
http://opencircuitdesign.com/xcircuit/
http://www.wings3d.com/
http://www.wings3d.com/
http://www.wings3d.com/
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For every hierarchical view a menu and set of operations are defined. It is therefore necessary when
an object has to be modified that the Object Menu is selected.

User interface
Some basic hints on the user interface:

1. On the bottom there is the information line that gives hints about the active hot keys. R, M, L are
the mouse keys.

2. If everything is red (this can also be for sub objects) and you can not deselect anything you have
to go to wire mode (not material mode) The space key deselects everything.

3. In the outliner window, the material can be selected.

4. Click middle mouse button and try to rotate around each axis. Click a mouse button to stop. The Q
key it can be switched between tumble (rotate) and or track (move).

5. The scroll wheel of the mouse can be used to zoom in and out.

6. Select width of selected edges and color so it gives good contrast.

7. Click on the icons to see the grid, the axes and be in orthogonal view.

Modeling
Some basic hints on modeling:

1. Click in the picture a menu pops up that depends on what is selected. It is either the vertex, edge,
face or object menu of if nothing is selected it should be possible to select a basic object as a cube.

2. Click on the vertex icon and the vertices get bold.

3. Click on as many vertices as you want all get red. To de-select all press Space.

4. To cut an edge (split into segments), click on the edge icon an select the edges to be cut. Click in
the picture and select cut. New vertices are created on those edges.

5. Select vertices (or keep them selected) and do the connect after having pressed the from the vertex
icon.

6. Put a cylinder, click on the face icon and extrude a piece.

7. Select a face of an object as cube and do scale to form a pyramid.

8. Selecting edges that for a loop. Select one horizontal edge between two objects and then on the
horizontal menu select edge loop. Now all edges between the two objects are selected.

9. Connect edges results in connecting the middle points of all edges. This creates vertices and edges.

10.The face command intrude makes a object hollow.

1. Select one edge then press G to get all edges of a cube and the select bevel to get chamfered edges.

2. Select vertices and the tighten to make it smooth

3. Mouse movements can be done with Ctrl key pressed, so it jumps 0.1 grid steps, or with Shift to
move 1.0, or with Ctrl + Shift to move 0.01, or with Tab and then type in the numerical value,
instead of continuous.

4. To assign colors define first a material, de-select everything and select material, give it a name
and then the material editor pops up. To see colors click on the small rectangular fields next to
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Diffuse, Ambient, Specular, Emission and adjust the colors. After that select the faces and add the
material name.

Making holes in Wings 3D
Select two faces with the same amount of edges that are opposite to each other on a body. Then use
the command bridge. The name bridge sounds confusing, however a bridge in empty space creates
material, whereas a bridge inside material creates a hole.
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Chapter 3. Embedded Devices
Cross compilation

Most Linux users do not compile anything at all on their Linux machine, so installing the bootstrap
compiler to compile the full blown gcc complier to compile a Linux kernel sounds behind their scope.

Usually you use the PC to compile source code for the PC itself. This is obviously the default. Cross
compiling is when you compile for an other CPU type as a small micro controller used for embedded
applications.

Note

If variable CHOST found in /etc/portage/make.conf is not the same, cross compi-
lation is required. So i586 is not i686.

https://wiki.gentoo.org/wiki/Project:Embedded

It is very important that the native system (or host) system tool chain is kept separated from the one
that is used for cross compiling. If a mess would happen the host system might become lost and a re-
install would be the fastest way to get it back.

Your probably Gentoo computer has already a tool-chain installed. This is the host tool-chain that
allows you to compile binaries for to be run on your host.

What you need is a cross tool-chain for the selected CPU architecture is required. Tool-chains contain:

1. binutils - Essential utilities for handling binaries (includes assembler and linker)

2. gcc - The GNU Compiler Collection (the C and C++ compiler)

3. glibc or uclibc or newlib - The system C Library

4. linux-headers - Kernel headers needed by the system C Library

5. gdb - The GNU debugger

To deal and create cross tool-chains that do not get in conflict with the host tool-chain gentoo uses a
program called crossdev. If you are still worried about accidentally damage your system consider a
gentoo installation in a virtual PC as VirtualBox offers. Finally emerge crossdev. To get help crossdev
--help or crossdev -t help

As examples for avr microprocessors, crossdev creates the cross-avr/avr-libc, cross-avr/binu-
tils, cross-avr/gcc and cross-avr/gdb ebuilds in a local overlay as/usr/local/portage/lo-
cal-overlay and emerges them afterwards.

Therefore make sure you have a local overlay, a directory where those automatically created ebuilds
go.

Caution

Per default it takes the fist overlay seen when echo $PORTDIR_OVERLAY. So check first
what comes back, and if it is not what you want edit /etc/portage/make.conf to
simply have your crossdev local overlay first.

source /var/lib/layman/make.conf
PORTDIR_OVERLAY="/usr/local/portage/local-overlay $PORTDIR_OVERLAY"

and then run source /etc/portage/make.conf and check with echo $PORTDIR_OVERLAY
the first overlay, there is where the crossdev ebuilds go.

https://wiki.gentoo.org/wiki/Project:Embedded
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To get a tool-chain for arm Linux systems (be aware it takes a bit of time to install)

crossdev -t arm-linux-gnu

PORTDIR_OVERLAY is not an exported environmental variable, so check if the correct Overlay
appears. If not, crossdev seems to struggle with that -oO <path> can be used to force it crossdev
-oO /usr/local/portage/local-overlay -t avr

Note

If please convert /etc/portage/package.keywords to a directory
appearsdo it by renaming the file into package.keywords.file and copy it tin the
manually new created directory. However this is not enough repeat it for /etc/portage/
package.mask and whatever crossdev -t asks for.

And to get rid of them

crossdev --clean arm-linux-gnu

The stuff installed goes into /usr/target directory

Per default crossdev generates those ebuilds with the latest stable version, therefore it is quite probable
that building the avr cross tool-chain will fail since not all (binutils, ...) versions are supported by every
target. Therefore options can be set to crossdev to select specific versions. If you run into troubles
check the forum and https://bugs.gentoo.org/ for the news.

To get specific versions

crossdev --b 2.17 -t avr gets binutils version 2.17

crossdev -oO /usr/local/portage/local-overlay --g 4.8.3 -t avr

distcc
To unload the c and cpp compilation from a weak (or a single) machine to a (or more) more powerful
machine(s) there is the package distcc. On gentoo emerge distcc on all machines involved.

However all machines should use the same gcc x.x.* versions.

There is also a pump mode that should increase speed by factor 3 to 10. It can be used as pump
emerge -u world

It contains a daemon distccd that has to be run on both computers and a config file /etc/con-
f.d/distcc check that the IP addresses involved are not restricted. The daemon gets usually started
on system start therefore it is added with rc-update add distccd default and since no reboot has been
don it needs now be started manually with rc-config start distccd or the old fashion but transparent
way with  /etc/init.d/distccd start

On the client /etc/portage/make.conf needs

FEATURES="distcc"
MAKEOPTS="-j<n> -l<m>"

j<n> is probably already there, now n has to be increased to two times all CPU's (local and remote)
involved +1. This might cause a problem on the local machine in case the powerful remote machine
is not available therefore set l<n> to

distcc-config --get-hosts reads /etc/distcc/hosts to see the list of machines used. To add hosts
do dist-config --set-hosts "192.168.1.3 127.0.0.1" or edit /etc/distcc/hosts. 127.0.0.1 means
that also the local host should participate in the compilation.

https://bugs.gentoo.org/
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To monitor what is going on on the text console  distccmon-text <n> where n is an optional parameter
and is the number of seconds it repeats. For a gui run distccmon-gui

To monitor Portage's distcc usage you can use:

DISTCC_DIR="/var/tmp/portage/.distcc/" distccmon-text <n>

DISTCC_DIR="/var/tmp/portage/.distcc/" distccmon-gui

DISTCC_DIR="" distccmon-gnome

watch -n1 DISTCC_DIR="/var/tmp/portage/.distcc/" distccmon-text

It might happen that both machines require different compilers (different CHOST) https://wiki.gen-
too.org/wiki/Distcc, cd /usr/lib/distcc/bin ls -l shows the mapping of the compilers used.

Embedded Linux
Embedded Linux is something not running on a big desktop PC. Mostly such devices have limited
memory and not enough power to do compilation of its code. Additionally such devices might not be
individual installations they need to be duplicated and might be used mass production.

Nowadays memory is not such a big issue, since most devices accept memory cards and have therefore
>2GByte of space. This is enough for a full complete and no more no more tweaked Linux system to
be able to get installed to reduced memory .

If time is not an issue standard Linux distributions as Gentoo can be installed on the device and keeping
maintained compiling its new source code.

However embedded Linux devices are created using a powerful PC where the embedded Linux devices
can be attached. The powerful PC devices does the configuration and compilation and downloads the
result to the embedded Linux devices.

It is common that the powerful Linux PC using an other CPU architecture as a x86 and the small
embedded device something as an ARM processor. Therefore cross compilation is necessary.

There are different solutions available to do this:

• From scratch http://www.linurs.org/limux.html the hard way but good to learn

• https://buildroot.org/

• Linux Target Image Builder http://ltib.org/

• Open embedded http://www.openembedded.org/wiki/Main_Page

• Simply use Gentoo and consider to use  crossdev and distcc. Since maintenance, updating and
expanding is an issue Gentoo is a good way to use for that.

x86 embedded
Some embedded boards use x86 CPU. Linux as Gentoo can be installed as for a regular PC. The only
issue is speed and memory size required during compilation. It is possible to un pulg a harddisk (or
sd card) from such boards and attach them via USB converter to a full blown PC and then chroot in
the environment and do the compilation in this way. This works just without cross compilation if both
computers are 32bit, since the big PC with its kernel can deal with binaries of the small PC.

An other way is using distcc. It works just without cross compilation if both PC's use the same compiler
variant, a 686 C compiler will not produce binary code that runs on a small 486 device.

https://wiki.gentoo.org/wiki/Distcc
https://wiki.gentoo.org/wiki/Distcc
http://www.linurs.org/limux.html
https://buildroot.org/
http://ltib.org/
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Figure 3.1. Geode

Raspberry pi
The Raspberry PI http://www.raspberrypi.org/ uses the SoC (System on Chip) from Broadcom
BCM2835 having an ARM CPU, a GPU and Peripherals.

http://www.raspberrypi.org/
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Figure 3.2. Raspberry PI

Other sites than the ones from the Raspberry foundation exist as:https://elinux.org/R-Pi_Hub

Gentoo on Raspberry

The best way to install Gentoo Linux on a Raspberry is following https://wiki.gentoo.org/wiki/Rasp-
berry_Pi_Quick_Install_Guide some other help can be found at https://wiki.gentoo.org/wiki/Raspber-
ry_Pi.

An SD card of at least 4GByte, better 8GByte is required. The SD card is prepared in at PC and needs
at least two partitions. The around 100MB bootable boot partition is FAT32 id c and the root partition
can luckily be a Linux partition as type 83. An issue is to create a swap partition or not, since swap
partition could damage the SD card due to too many write cycles. Since swap can also be a file on the
root partition, this decision can be postponed and no swap partition can be created.

The https://wiki.gentoo.org/wiki/Raspberry_Pi_Quick_Install_Guide creates a running Gentoo sys-
tem very similar as a Gentoo system on a PC. The only differences are pre-compiled binaries for the
kernel, its modules and the boot loader.

https://elinux.org/R-Pi_Hub
https://wiki.gentoo.org/wiki/Raspberry_Pi_Quick_Install_Guide
https://wiki.gentoo.org/wiki/Raspberry_Pi_Quick_Install_Guide
https://wiki.gentoo.org/wiki/Raspberry_Pi
https://wiki.gentoo.org/wiki/Raspberry_Pi
https://wiki.gentoo.org/wiki/Raspberry_Pi_Quick_Install_Guide
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Note

The easiest way is using pre-compiled binaries that can be replaced once the system is up
and running. The other much more complex way would be getting the sources of the kernel
and boot loader and then create and use a cross compiler to create the binaries.

Since it is a complete Gentoo installation it is autonomously. This means nothing else is required to
install new packages, do updates and do the regular system administration work. The only drawbacks
are:

• Compilation takes much longer than on a full blown PC, so distcc with cross compilation would
improve it but is not a must. If the raspberry runs anyway all day long than it could do this task.
From an energy point of view it might even makes sense.

Example 3.1. Compilation Raspberry versus PC

A full blown PC does compilation in 1min but uses around 200W for that (ignoring the fact that also
Raspberry needs to run in parallel). Raspberry uses 5W but could take 40 times longer. If Raspberry
could it would do it in less than 40min it would be the more energy efficient way to compile on
the Raspberry.

• The memory space on the SD card is much higher than required for an embedded system since
also things as kernel sources, gcc and the complete portage is there. However the today available
smallest SD cards are big so this is really no more a key argument. If there is a concern to not have
those things on the SD card, then it could be on a memory stick (or a network drive) that can be
removed during regular operation an be mounted when administration work takes place.

Once the Raspberry PI is up and running Gentoo Linux. It might be time switching from pre-compiled
binaries to source code hosted on https://github.com/raspberrypi/. For those there are:

• sys-kernel/raspberrypi-sources (it takes about 6 hours to compile it on the raspberry)

• sys-kernel/raspberrypi-image other pre-compiled kernel images

• sys-boot/raspberrypi-mkimage Raspberry Pi kernel mangling tool mkimage/imagetool-uncom-
pressed.py

• sys-boot/raspberrypi-firmware the bootloader and firmware

• media-libs/raspberrypi-userland Raspberry Pi userspace tools and libraries

Since the package management of Gentoo was not aware of the binary files that have been installed
manually, conflicts and left overs might occur. Conflicts can be avoided by renaming the manually
installed files or directories. Left overs are harder to detect and can deleted manually. To be sure it is
wise to re-emerge the packet again so no files get accidentally deleted.

emerge cpufrequtils allows to reduce clock frequency on demand as defined in /etc/con-
f.d/cpufrequtils and started with rc-update add cpufrequtils default and verify it using
cpufreq-info

To attach something to the GPIO see https://elinux.org/RPi_Low-level_peripherals. As most high den-
sity microchips the level are 3V3 so do not attach 5V Logic. There is on pin 1 a 3V3 50mA Power
output and on poin2 and pin 4 a 5V power output. The 5V power comes more or less from the 5V power
supply and can therefore supply up to 300mA current. Signals on the connector can be programmed
as parallel IO, UART, I2C or SPI.

UART appears as /dev/ttyAMA0 . The pins are:

• pin 6 is ground

• pin 8 is TXD GPIO14

https://github.com/raspberrypi/
https://elinux.org/RPi_Low-level_peripherals
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• pin 10 RXD GPIO15

There is a DSI (Display Serial Interface) on S2 and a MIPI CSI-2 (Camera Serial Interface) on S5.

Debian on Raspberry
Raspian is Debian on Raspberry. Since the SDcard will probably be bigger than the Raspian image
this can be fixed. During the first boot or sudo raspi-config after later boots pops up on option menu.
Expanding the image to the SD card size is one option, local setting to have the keyboard working
as desired is an other option.

Follow the instruction https://www.raspberrypi.org/documentation/installation/installing-images/lin-
ux.md except do not truncate the image. This can be done more easily on the Raspberry. truncate is
misleading since it can be negative and therefore make the image larger.

dd bs=4M if=2016-11-25-raspbian-jessie.img of=/dev/sdd is finally a possible command that puts
the image to the disk.

The raspberry has a HDMI port but you might use a HDMI to VGA adapter to use an older VGA
screen and you find out that it does not work. Read and modify contig.txt in the root parti-
tion. See also https://thepihut.com/blogs/raspberry-pi-tutorials/34512708-troubleshooting-a-raspber-
ry-pi-hdmi-vga-adapter for a solution.

The default user is called pi and its password raspberry. To login over the net ssh pi@rasp or ssh
-l pi rasp (assuming the host can convert rasp in the known IP address). To run commands as root:
sudo <command>

sudo su changes to the root console and after this entering sudo is no more required.

Working with Debian

To see what packages are installed type

sudo dpkg-query -l

or for a specific package

sudo dpkg-query -l | rep <packagename>

To update it sudo aptitude update followed by sudo aptitude full-upgrade

Debian networking

See https://www.raspberrypi.org/documentation/configuration/wireless/wireless-cli.md

The network settings are done in /etc/network/interfaces . Instead editing save it to a name
as interfaces_orig and create a new on with the name interfaces_static containing:

iface eth0 inet static
address 192.168.1.81
netmask 255.255.255.0
network 192.168.1.0
broadcast 192.168.1.255
gateway 192.168.1.254

Then delete interfaces and create a symbolic link ln -s interfaces_static interfaces. If it works
then it is ok, otherwise just bend the link back to interfaces_orig

For wifi the two packages wireless-tools and wpasupplicant are required and are already installed
using raspian. With a bit luck also the driver for the USB WLAN adapter is also already installed (as
ralink). The settings in /etc/network/interfaces do do are:

https://www.raspberrypi.org/documentation/installation/installing-images/linux.md
https://www.raspberrypi.org/documentation/installation/installing-images/linux.md
https://thepihut.com/blogs/raspberry-pi-tutorials/34512708-troubleshooting-a-raspberry-pi-hdmi-vga-adapter
https://thepihut.com/blogs/raspberry-pi-tutorials/34512708-troubleshooting-a-raspberry-pi-hdmi-vga-adapter
https://www.raspberrypi.org/documentation/configuration/wireless/wireless-cli.md
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auto wlan0
iface wlan0 inet dhcp
  wpa-ssid <my wlan name>
  wpa-psk <its password>

To test it

ifup wlan0

ifconfig wlan0

ping <some IP>

Or restart it with its scripts /etc/init.d/networking <restart|stop|start> to see more details
iwconfig wlan0 and to scan iwlist wlan0 scan

To do a smooth (not risk corrupt file systems) power down a ssh shell can be opened ssh pi@<ip
address> sudo init 0 will prepare it for safe power down

Beaglebone
There is the older Beaglebone with its guide to install Gentoo https://wiki.gentoo.org/wiki/Beagle-
Bone_Black and the Beaglebone Black the newer one having HDMI output https://wiki.gentoo.org/wi-
ki/BeagleBone_Black some other help can be found at https://elinux.org/BeagleBone

Figure 3.3. Beagle Bone

To have the board up and running a kernel and uboot the bootloader are required.

On New Beaglebone versions there is an embedded NAND flash where the x-loader and boot loader
are. This however could become corrupt. In this case hold down the reset (or user) button during reset
and it tries locate x-loader and bootloader on the SD card.

Old beagle bones do not have a NAND flash and boot just from the SD card.

https://wiki.gentoo.org/wiki/BeagleBone_Black
https://wiki.gentoo.org/wiki/BeagleBone_Black
https://wiki.gentoo.org/wiki/BeagleBone_Black
https://wiki.gentoo.org/wiki/BeagleBone_Black
https://elinux.org/BeagleBone
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The PC connects with one USB cable to the Beaglebone, however there is a USB hub on the board so
it ends up via VCP (Virtual Com Port FTDI) to a console 115200 baud /dev/ttyUSB0. The second
USB ends up at the microcontroller where the original Angström Linux distribution acts as memory
device where the first (boot) partition of the SDcard holding all documentation appears.

The Gentoo documents ask to get kernel and bootloader sources and compile them creating and use
a cross compiler. Alternatively this work can be avoided by taking already working bootloaders and
kernels that once the system boots can be replaced. Therefore here a very quick guide:

A SD card with at least 4GB is required. First bootable partition has to be around 100MB FAT32
fdisk type c and bootable. The second partition takes the rest and is fdisk type 83 with ext4. It is not
recommended to have a swap partition (= SD card killer)

To have a fast gentoo installation, copy all you found as MLO, u-boot.img, uEnv.txt, uImage from the
original Angström distribution to a SD cards first bootable partition .

MLO, u-boot.img and uEnv.txt are the bootloader. uImage is the kernel. Gentoo advises that uEnv.txt
should hold the following, however it boots also with what the file from Angström

bootfile=uImage
loaduimage=run loaduimagefat; run mmcboot

The bootloader uboot does not need to setup the MBR since Beaglebone is more advanced than most
PC's and has an internal ROM where a two stage u-boot bootloader can be installed see http://proces-
sors.wiki.ti.com/index.php/AM335x_U-Boot_User%27s_Guide. Just having the first partition setup
already allows to test that. When attaching a terminal program as gtkterm (baudrate 115200 and
ttyUSB0) it can seen that it boots and starts the kernel, however the kernel then will not find the root
filesystem and init and therefore panic.

Note

The kernel used is big an monolithic, this means just the uImage file is necessary and no
kernel device driver files in /lib/modules are required

The second partition holds the root filesystem. Obtain and copy from Gentoo mirrors stage3 and
portage-snapshot

Important is adjusting /etc/fstab so the kernel will find the root filesystem and init

To be able to login via serial link change in /etc/inittab

s0:12345:respawn:/sbin/agetty -L 9600 ttyS0 vt100

to

s0:12345:respawn:/sbin/agetty -L 115200 ttyO0 vt100

Instead of creating a root password delete it by putting

 root::10770:0:::::

to /etc/shadow

The root password can be later set in the console using passwd

When done, plug SD card into Beaglebone and boot.

To really work with it, it needs to know the time otherwise things as updating and installing packages
via emerge would fail. But there is no battery powered real time clock on the board, so set the time
zone and set date and time first manually by date <MMDDhhmmYYYY> and then from Internet

emerge net-misc/ntp

http://processors.wiki.ti.com/index.php/AM335x_U-Boot_User%27s_Guide
http://processors.wiki.ti.com/index.php/AM335x_U-Boot_User%27s_Guide
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rc-update add ntpd default

rc-update add ntp-client default

/etc/init.d/ntp-client start

/etc/init.d/ntpd start

Check the regular Gentoo setup steps from https://wiki.gentoo.org/wiki/Project:ARMas configure net-
work, system logger, cron, keyboard setup, emerge missing packets and maybe think about distcc and
crosscompilation.

Sabre
For the freescale SABRE Board for Smart Devices Based on the i.MX6 Series check the 6000 page
datasheet of the MCIMX6Q6AVT10AC chip.

Figure 3.4. Sabre

Freescale delivers a lot of things with the board (all other boards and processor variants of the same
family) and this makes it a bit tricky to get the overview and not mix up the different things and keep
them apart. Mainly there are:

• A android demo image (sd card that comes with the board) but does not support connecting with
the Internet

• Ubuntu demo image

• Gnome demo image

• Linux Target Image Builder (ltib)

The demo images are good for a first start but there are the questions: How to expand and how to
maintain it in the future. ltib is considered the standard way to work with it.

https://wiki.gentoo.org/wiki/Project:ARM
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MCIMX6
The chip MCIMX6Q6AVT10AC (or if you got a prototype of it PCIMX6Q6AVT10AC) is extremely
complex and there are thousands of pages documentation on the freescale site. This section obviously
can not duplicate that, but it gives hints about it. Its ball grid package has 25*25 =625 pins and the IO
multiplexer allows to assign many different signals to those pins.

The chip has an internal 96kByte boot ROM and uses the internal OCRAM (that can be used for
other things after boot). It supports many advanced ways to boot reading the boot pins, fuse settings
and internal register BOOT_MODE[1:0] status. The Boot ROM sits on address 0x0000_0000 of the
0xFFFF_FFFF size memory space of the device.

The DRAM can be in the range 0x1000_0000 to 0xFFFF_FFFF = 3.84GByte and the sabre board uses
1GB. Further the chip has maps of fuses that can be used to configure it, mess around there could
make the chip un-unstable.

ltib
Linux Target Image Builder (ltib) http://ltib.org/allows to build a target including bootloader, Linux
kernel, system and application packages. Freescale strongly recommends to install an old ubuntu 9.04
from 2009 to run it (Running this outdated version in virtual box is therefore a good approach). ltib
is a good point to start but certain things are a bit outdated including the list of packages that it offers.
With such complete (and complex) tools it is strongly recommended to accept its limits that it offers
and don't deviate from it. Installing and working with ltib is done as regular user.

./tlib -m configure or ./tlib --mode configure pops up a menu and allows to configure it.

./tlib builds the system (if necessary) and put the results in  rootfs/boot/

./ltib -help shows what ltib can do

To configure and rebuild the kernel there is the "Configure the kernel" option in ltib that the does
the well known make menuconfig followed by a kernel compilation. The new kernels can then be
found in rootfs/boot/

Gentoo Linux on Sabre
Installing Gentoo Linux gives more freedom and control over the board and allows to test the newest
Linux trends. Additionally it is an autonomous installation where no Ubuntu system with ltib and no
cross compilation is required. To not have a keyboard, mouse display attached to the sabre board and
work with it, a ssh connection to a remote computer can be made and all the work can be done on the
remote computer. All the remote computer requires is ssh and this is even available on a Windows
machine. For Windows machine all that is required is one single file that runs without installation
putty.exe from https://www.putty.org/. Compilation is done on the sabre board using a native com-
piler. To speed this up distcc can be used to have all computers on the network having an gnu arm
compiler participating.

Note

This is a summary of my test that I did until I had it running. Therefore I can not guarantee
that the sequence of the steps is correct and that I remembered all I did. So it might not be
complete. If you are in trouble let me know at <urs@linurs.org>

Important

A swapfile or partition are required when huge packages are getting complied. The swap
should not be on the SDcard an external USB Harddisk. If this does not work /etc/
portage/make.conf can be modified to have

http://ltib.org/
https://www.putty.org/
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MAKEOPTS="-j1"

to not use all cores in parallel. Compilation takes longer but uses less RAM.
The board can boot from the SD card (and many other methods) using u-boot. It is recommended
to take a 16G SD card since a 8G SD card might be too small for the freescale kernel source, uboot
source and gentoo package database with close to 20000 ebuilds, sources of the installed packages
and maybe a swapfile. If space is a concern a 8G card could be taken (the same size as the internal
Flash) plus a 2nd SD card where the big files for the development reside. The following concentrates
on the simple approach having just a single SD card.

The SD card needs to be partitioned a bit special since u-boot binary with its around 400kBytes size
can not be placed into the 512Byte Master Boot Record (or boot sector) of the SD card. So it is placed
in an "unused" slot right after the partition table. To create this slot using fdisk the first partition that
becomes the boot partition around 40MByte ext2 type 83 (mkfs.ext2 /dev/sd<f>1) is not allowed to
start with the first cylinder but must be shifted some cylinders to get the slot. The slot should be around
1MBytes. The corresponding cylinder numbers must be calculated using number of heads, sectors of
the SD card used. Since u-boot can read ext2 (or fat, but don't use it since it lacks of the Linux features
as be unable to store symbolic links) the first partition will therefore be ext2. The second partition the
root partition can then be formated using a Linux filesystem as ext4 type 83 (mkfs.ext4 /dev/sd<f>2)
that has journaling features. A swap partition is not made since this can be damage the SD card due
to too frequent writes. However a swapfile can later be place to the 2nd partition that can be manually
turned on when needed as in the case when compilation of huge packages on sabre requires more
DRAM and distcc to do the compilation on an other machine is not available. Alternatively plug in
an additional SD card in the second connector for that.

The bootloader u-boot file to be used for SD cards is then copied into this slot using

dd if=u-boot-mx6q-sabresd.bin of=/dev/sdf bs=512 seek=2 skip=2 conv=fsync

this writes it directly to the SD card 1kByte after the partition table and remains invisible since no
file system is used. The first test can be made by booting the board wit a serial console as gtkterm
(or minicom to see everything that got written) attached (115200 baud). Pressing keys during boot
will bring up the u-boot console.

The binary of the kernel can then be copied using the regular cp into the first partition. When stopping
u-boot during boot, this partition can be read using the command ext2ls mmc 2:1 . To boot the kernel
it must be loaded in memory this can be done with ext2load mmc 2 ${loadaddr} uimage. The vari-
able loadaddr is the start address of the DRAM memory as printenv loadaddr shows 0x10800000.
Alternatively u-boot might also support fat instead of ext2 using the commands fat2ls and fat2load.
However fat is not recommended since it does not support the nice Linux features as use multiple
kernel files with version info in their filenames and then just making a symbolic link to ln -s <nice
kernel name> uImage. This way kernel updated could be done without modifying the u-boot en-
vironmental parameters, since just the link needs to be bended to the new kernel file. An other problem
of fat is, that it does not support the file attributes user/group and the Linux permission bytes. bootm
finally boots then from memory.

Note

The docs from freescale make it a bit different, they put and hide the kernel as the bootloader
between MBR and first partition and instead of doing loadfat they read directly from the
mmc using the mmc read command.

• Advantage: No boot partition is necessary

• Disadvantage: Complicated when having multiple kernels. Kernels can not have a file-
name. Kernel can just be exchanged using a dd command and not a cp command or a GUI
drag and drop.

At this stage there is a working bootloader and a binary kernel. The next step is telling the kernel
where the root file system is.
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It is on the second mmc and on the second partition /dev/mmcblk1p2. u-boot must pass this to the
kernel using its environmental parameters. u-boot might also be setup that it uses dhcp so a Ethernet
cable must be plugged in.

The following are the commands for u-boot necessary to load the and start the kernel

setenv bootargs_mmc 'setenv bootargs ${bootargs} root=/dev/mmcblk1p2 rootfstype=ext4 root-
wait rw video=mxcfb0:dev=hdmi,1024x768M@60,if=RGB24 video=mxcfb1:off video=mxcf-
b2:off'

setenv bootcmd_ext2 'run bootargs_base bootargs_mmc; ext2load mmc 2 ${loadaddr} uImage;
bootm'

setenv bootcmd 'run bootcmd_ext2'

printenv

saveenv

Since most of the following steps are the standard way of installing Gentoo look at https://wiki.gen-
too.org/wiki/Project:ARM Except that the sd card got prepared on a PC so the first chapters of this
guide can be skipped and a point to enter the guide is chapter 5. Installing the Gentoo Installation
Files. Also chroot into the root file system is not necessary since the goal is to do all the work on a
Linux PC having the sd card plugged in and then booting Gentoo on the sabre and finishing the issues
directly there. Therefore the sequence is a bit different.

Therefore here just a quick guide not repeating the details from at https://wiki.gentoo.org/wi-
ki/Project:ARM:

Get the filesystem from https://www.gentoo.org/downloads/mirrors/ and navigate to  re-
leases/arm/autobuilds/ where you take a stage3-*.tar.bz2. stage3-ar-
mv7a_hardfp-<YYYYMMDD> is best suited for the i.mx. Simply unpack it inside partition 2 of the
mmc tar xvjpf stage3-*.tar.bz2 and you get all the directories and files.

A kernel that boots tries to read /etc/fstab where it finds the filesystems to be mounted. So edit
it and add the second partition as root partition and the first as boot partition.

The list of packages are defined in /usr/portage and this is now empty. It can be obtained as well
from https://www.gentoo.org/downloads/mirrors/ when navigating into snapshot and take portage-
latest.tar.bz2 and extract it to /usr/portage. Two things are worth to be noted portage-
latest.tar.bz2 has been created today, this shows that gentoo is a living distribution and second it is
quite big since a couple of 10-thousands of different packages can be selected. Furthermore this can
be expanded using overlays.

When not having keyboard, mouse and screen attached, it is necessary due to the not yet working
Ethernet connection that the kernel prints out data to the serial console using the correct baudrate so
for Gentoo Linux using OpenRC put the line

s0:12345:respawn:/sbin/agetty -L 115200 ttymxc0 vt100

to /etc/initab .

The Gentoo installation might now to boot, start the kernel, mount the root filesystem and start its init
scripts. However it might fail with important things as starting new udev versions due to missing kernel
settings (This is sign that ltib has build a Linux system that does not use the newest features Gentoo
uses). Luckily Gentoo complains with the exact missing CONFIG_DEVTMPFS setting. Therefore a
kernel must be compiled (as a start this can be done within ltib).

To continue the network should run including the ssh daemon sshd so configure to use dhcp and start
next boot it:

https://wiki.gentoo.org/wiki/Project:ARM
https://wiki.gentoo.org/wiki/Project:ARM
https://wiki.gentoo.org/wiki/Project:ARM
https://wiki.gentoo.org/wiki/Project:ARM
https://www.gentoo.org/downloads/mirrors/
https://www.gentoo.org/downloads/mirrors/
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cd /etc/init.d

ln -s net.lo net.eth0

rc-update add net.eth0 default

rc-update add sshd default

Now reboot and then ifconfig to see the IP address you got as 192.168.1.110

If not already done you need a root password on you board that can be set as passwd.

Now you can access the board from you PC inside a console (open more than one console to keep
the quad core busy installing packages) type su to become root and then ssh 192.168.1.110 . Set the
correct time using date <MMDDhhmmYYYY>and then from Internet:

emerge net-misc/ntp

rc-update add ntpd default

rc-update add ntp-client default

/etc/init.d/ntp-client start

/etc/init.d/ntpd start

rc-update add swclock boot

rc-update del hwclock boot

Then have fun finishing the installation by going through the guide https://wiki.gentoo.org/wi-
ki/Project:ARM and skipping the things already done.

To get hdmi output (however u-boot and kernel boot messages will still go to the serial console), stop
u-boot and type

setenv bootargs_mmc 'setenv bootargs ${bootargs} root=/dev/mmcblk1p2 rootwait rw
video=mxcfb0:dev=hdmi,1024x768M@60,if=RGB24 video=mxcfb1:off video=mxcfb2:off'

saveenv

boot

When you and the system are happy, it is worth to move away from  ltib to get an autonomous inde-
pendent Gentoo Linux system system. This means the kernel and boot loader must be built outside ltib.

Building the imx 6 kernel

To get the kernel sources there are two ways:

Simply get it from ltib using: ./ltib -m prep -p kernel and then taking from cd rpm/BUILD/linux

Or get it directly from the nethttp://git.freescale.com/git/ where more and more modern kernel versions
are available:

cd /usr/src

git clone http://git.freescale.com/git/cgit.cgi/imx/linux-2.6-imx.git

Note

Don't be worried about the 2.6 inside there are also the 3 kernels.

https://wiki.gentoo.org/wiki/Project:ARM
https://wiki.gentoo.org/wiki/Project:ARM
http://git.freescale.com/git/
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This clones the git repository.

Now to work with the source cd linux-2.6-imx and create a branch so you will not damage the original
source. The kernel sources have many versions and many branches, stable and not stable and makes
it difficult to choose from. git tag will show you a lot but git branch will show you just the master
branch. However there are also remote branches. git remote shows you a simple word origin, but
git remote show origin shows you what it is all about. Even you cloned it has some references to the
origin and there are remote branches. The idea is that you improve the source and eventually give it
back (merge) to the origin.

The following command does two things. It creates a new local branch called imx_3.0.35_4.1.0 than
comes from the remote branch imx_3.0.35_4.1.0 at where origin points to, then it also checks it out:

git checkout -b imx_3.0.35_4.1.0 origin/imx_3.0.35_4.1.0

git branch shows you that you now have doe the two things, you got a second branch

* imx_3.0.35_4.1.0

and the * shows you that it got checked out and selected to work with it.

The kernel needs to be configured and its configuration ends up in the hidden file .config. To not
start from zero take it from the sabre board using one of the following methods:

1. copy and rename it to .config it from the boot partition

2. copy /proc/config.gz to your kernel source top directory, gunzip con-
fig.gz, and rename it

Finally make menuconfig and make && make modules_install will create arch/arm/boot/
zImage and the device files under /lib/modules.

Since the kernel will be booted using u-boot the bzImage needs to be converted into the u-boot
format uImage. An uImage has a 64Byte header. After having done emerge u-boot-tools different
things can be done.

Creating a uImage:

cd arch/arm/boot

mkimage -A arm -O linux -T kernel -C none -a 0x10008000 -e 0x10008000 -n "Lin-
ux-3.0.35-4.1.0" -d zImage uImage

Note

The addresses where the kernel gets loaded are different than the ones the kernel gets loaded
from the mmc, this copy allows a two step approach: Load a compressed kernel to RAM and
then have it extract to an other RAM location.

Observing the header:

mkimage -l uImage

To have the kernel running it is not enough to have the right CPU configured but also the periph-
erals must fit. Arm systems are not standardized as the PC, therefore a MACHINE_ID has been
introduced seehttp://www.arm.linux.org.uk/developer/machines/ or linux/arch/arm/tools/
mach-types to prevent that a wrong kernel gets started and might create some unwanted effects.
Sabre has the MACHINE_ID 3529 and MACHINE_TYPE mx6q_sabreauto. The bootloader has to
pass this MACH_TYPE_<xxx> to the kernel (via CPU register 1) and the kernel needs to verify it.
If it does not match the kernel hangs and might even to be scared to print out a message. See http://
www.arm.linux.org.uk/developer/booting.php.

http://www.arm.linux.org.uk/developer/machines/
http://www.arm.linux.org.uk/developer/booting.php
http://www.arm.linux.org.uk/developer/booting.php
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Building the boot loader

To get the u-boot sources sources there are two ways:

Simply get it from ltib using: ./ltib -m prep -p u-boot and then taking from cd rpm/BUILD/uboot

Or get it directly from the nethttp://git.freescale.com/git/ where more versions are available:

git clone http://git.freescale.com/git/cgit.cgi/imx/uboot-imx.git

This clones the git repository.

git remote show origin shows what is there and

git checkout -b imx_v2009.08_3.0.35_4.1.0 origin/imx_v2009.08_3.0.35_4.1.0 creates a branch so
no damage will be done to the original git branch confirms it

make mx6q_sabresd_config finally configures the source for the sd card version of the boot loader
and make does the job and creates u-boot.bin

Using the embedded flash

The sabre PCB's internal 8GByte flash is an embedded Multimedia Card (or Controller) using NAND
Flash and host controller. It appears as 3 devices a 8GByte device /dev/mmcblk0 and two 2MByte
Boot devices /dev/mmcblk0boot0 and /dev/mmcblk0boot1

Note

Setting the DIP switch (SW6) to boot from the e.MMC on board flash does not use the two
boot devices /dev/mmcblk0boot0 and /dev/mmcblk0boot1 the boot loader must
be installed in /dev/mmcblk0 as on the SD card.

The switch to select the boot source is a bit tricky since it might not clear where switch 1is. When the
silkscreen text is upside down then switch 1 is on the left and the orientation follows the manual. The
tiny text on the switch itself is also a good hint to find the orientation.

Pins 1/16 2/15 3/14 4/13 5/12 8/11 7/10 8/9

bit /
Switch

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Slot2 SD card on off off off off off on off

Slot3 SD card off on off off off off on off

Slot4 e.MMC on on off off off on on off

Mfgtool
Freescale delivers the windows tool mfgtool.exe that luckily runs on windows without installations.
For monitoring purposes it is recommended to attach a terminal to the console using a windows pro-
gram as teraterm. The other USB OTG connector needs to be connected to the USB of the PC and
does the work. On boot failures as booting from an not inserted SD card or not supported dip switch
setting, sabre defaults to serial download mode. In this mode the mfgtool.exe downloads a Linux ker-
nel plus an initial ram file system to its DRAM and executes then commands to program the memories
of sabre (as on board e.MMC but also SD cards).

The commands to be executed are in the ucl2.xml file in the <LIST> element sections. Since there
are many <LIST> elements, the config file cfg.ini file select one out of the <LIST> elements.
Looking in detail at the ucl2.xml shows the well known Linux dd commands used to setup the boot
memory device. So the mfgtool.exe is mainly a tool for Windows users to launch Linux commands
on sabre.

http://git.freescale.com/git/
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AVR microcontrollers
Some might say 8 bit AVR microcontrollers are outdated since 32bit microcontrollers are available in
the same price range. However 32bit microcontrollers have an SMD package and need to be reflow
soldered to a PCB. A PCB with a 32bit microcontroller is not much cheaper than a small Linux device
as a raspberry.

Therefore a AVR in a DIL case is really a nice device to have something small running.

A strategy is use AVR (preferably in DIL case) for the real tiny stuff attaching other hardware as
sensors and Linux (as Raspberry) for where SW is required. And have them communicate with each
other via virtual serial link over USB that does both in one cable as supply power and exchange data.

The following concentrates on the AVR micro controllers from https://www.microchip.com/ and the
C development environment http://www.nongnu.org/avr-libc/, since there is a good Linux, chip and
development hardware support.

gcc stands for gnu compiler collection and therefore a straight forward way is adding the avr gcc cross
compiler to the list, so gcc-config -l will show it.

Alternatively there is also a tested tool chain from microchip (formerly Atmel) https://www.mi-
crochip.com/mplab/avr-support/avr-and-arm-toolchains-c-compilers. There are 32bit or 64bit ver-
sions available. Since everything is included the 32bit version runs as well on a 64bit machine if the
kernel is setup correctly. Those compiler versions will create all in a separate directory apart from the
systems gcc. As a consequence gcc-config -l will not show it. There is no need to fiddle around to get a
working cross compiler and AVR development can start immediately. To have the command line find
the command the <installed directory>/bin should be added to the path PATH="<in-
stalled directory>/bin:${PATH}"some IDE's as Code::Blocks allow to set the path too.

Building Avr crosscompiler under Gentoo Linux
To have the avr gcc cross compiler appearing under gcc-config -l it has to be built. The built might
end up having lots of bugs or a compiler that does not compile well. In most cases it is therefore not
recommended to go this path and use a tested compiler instead.

On Gentoo Linux a good way is following the first section of the Arduino installation guide that
explains how to get gcc https://wiki.gentoo.org/wiki/Arduino

In the cross compilation section the preparatory steps are explained, after that the last stable -S gcc
compiler can be get by crossdev -S -t avr

The installation goes in /usr/avr and the ebuilds that crossdev created and executed are (when
followed the above steps) in /usr/local/portage/local-overlay/cross-avr . Since
there are ebuilds (or exactly links to ebuilds) their version can be observed using  emerge -s avr-libc

To get rid of what crossdev -t avr did:

crossdev -C avr

gcc-config -l should now also show the gcc-avr among the list of gcc's.

Note

Having avr-gcc up and running is one thing. Having it produce runnable code is unfortunately
something else.

Example projects can be found in /usr/share/doc/avr-libc-1.4.6/examples

Include files are in /usr/avr/include

https://www.microchip.com/
http://www.nongnu.org/avr-libc/
https://www.microchip.com/mplab/avr-support/avr-and-arm-toolchains-c-compilers
https://www.microchip.com/mplab/avr-support/avr-and-arm-toolchains-c-compilers
https://wiki.gentoo.org/wiki/Arduino
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see also https://wiki.hacdc.org/index.php/Installing_AVR_Toolchain

Setoutput
To make first steps in programming, the first program puts "hello world" on the screen. Since micro
controllers do not have a screen, the first program has to do something more simple, just activation
of pins.

Important

Check your hardware if outputs on Port B can be activated.
Here the sample program:

Example 3.2. setoutput

#include <avr/io.h> 
int main (void) {
  char i;
  DDRB = 0xff;
  PORTB = 0xaa; 
 
  while(1) {
    PORTB= i++;
  }
  return (0);
}

The program sets the Data Direction Register of port B to have outputs on all 8 pins. Then it writes
10101010 binary or hex aa to it and goes to hang in a endless while loop where the variable i gets
incremented and put to port B.

Since the changes occur fast an oscilloscope is required to observe the result.

Compiling and linking
Additional to the above sample program there are other same programs available.

As for gcc, but with the prefix: avr-gcc -mmcu=<device> setoutput.c this does both compiling and
linking and produces the a.out file. http://www.nongnu.org/avr-libc/user-manual/index.html shows
the supported devices as atmega8, atmega324p

Some small avr micro controller are restricted to assembly programming only.

Manual compilation and linking

Manually two commands have to be executed.

To compile:

avr-gcc -g -mmcu=atmega16 -c<program name>.c

To link

avr-gcc -g -mmcu=atmega16 -o<program name>.elf <program name>.o

And you get the binary output file <program name>.elf that is now ready to program into the micro
controller.

Linker scripts are used to tell the linker how to put the files together to match the physical memory.

https://wiki.hacdc.org/index.php/Installing_AVR_Toolchain
http://www.nongnu.org/avr-libc/user-manual/index.html
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Options:

-mmcu the cpu type and is mandatory. It adds the cstart up routine to the program. If it is missing
compilation and linking might pass without an error but then an unpredictable program is created.

-c do not link

-g produce debugging information

-Os would optimize for size but then it might become impossible to use the debug information

-o define other output file name than the default name a.out

Makefile

As usual, the program gets big and needs to be separated in different files. Creating a makefile as usual
with gcc and therefore not further explained here will resolve the handling of the project. Compilation
and linking is done with the command

make

that performs sequentially all all necessary steps.

make clean

should delete everything that has automatically produced.

Observing the result

The output file <program name>.elf can not be observed directly since it is binary.

To see just the header to know how much memory is occupied objdump -h <program>.elf

avr-objdump -h -S <program>.elf

Options:

-h show the section headers in the elf file

-S show source code with disassembly

Since this generates a big output it can be deviated into a list file that can be observed using an editor
(check also for a lss file since this might be the same and already generated): avr-objdump -h -S
<program>.elf > <program>.lst

To see all the bytes objdump -s <program>.elf .

An other way is readelf -all <program>.elf to get a readable form of the binary elf file.

For embedded CPU's just the memory contents in the non volatile memory is important. However this
has to be already be divided into two blocks, when using a CPU with Harvard architecture as the avr
has. A part goes a program instructions into the instruction memory, the other part is static data and
goes into the data memory. The Harvard architecture has both separated, whereas the Von Neumann
architecture have one memory area for both, data and instructions. The elf format is quite flexible and
groups the result of the compilation into sections. The main sections are:

Segment Holds

.text Is the flash contents starting from 0 with the reset
vector, following all other interrupt vectors, then
following the boot code including a routine for
uninitialized interrupts causing reset and finally
following the compiled and assembled C instruc-
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tions. At the end of it the code of the libraries
is added. Since the memory starts from 0, size
of .text is the last address used plus 1.

.data Is the SRAM content for initialized variables.
Since the addresses starting from 0 are used for
the IO's, the internal SRAM starts usually at ad-
dress 0x100. Since avr use an Harvard architec-
ture (program memory and data memory in two
separate address spaces) an offset of 0x800000 is
added to mark that.

.bss Is SRAM used for not initialized variables

.eeprom Is data initialized in EEPROM. Again EEPROM
has its own address space and theerfore it is
marked in the elf file with the offset of 0x810000.

To produce a linker map file (if not automatically already created) avr-gcc can be called as

avr-gcc -g -mmcu=atmega16 -Wl,-Map,<program>.map -o <program>.elf <program>.o

Note

avr-libc provides also the startup code required for the micro controller. Regular Linux pro-
grams make use of Linux and therefore do not need anything to initialize the CPU.

The avr-libc library contains the modules as <math.h> that can be included in the C program. And
there are also the necessary header files. The libraries are in /usr/avr/lib and have to be told to
the linker either by -l<name without the 3 characters lib> or -L<path>.

Stackpointer

Each time a subroutine is called or an interrupt is handled temporary data such as current program
counter and local variables are saved on the stack. There is the stack pointer that points into regular
SRAM where the next save is done. Two normally accessible 8bit registers are reserved for that SPH
and SPL The stackpointer is initialized after reset with the highest SRAM address and decrements
when data is stored and increments when data is removed.

The stack grows therefore down from the highest SRAM address. A stack overflow occurs when it
hits the highest SRAM address used by the application for data storage. This is quite a dynamical and
therefore hardly prediction event. Also it impact is hardly predictable, it can result in a program crash
causing a reset or watchdog trigger, but it can also just cause that unpredictable data occurs (especially
with memory space consuming strings operations).

Since it is a dynamical process a stackoverflow can not be easily detected. Since it depends on asyn-
chronously events, it can happen that it works well in the laboratory but then it crashes in the field.
There are basically the following methods:

• Observe SP during debugging

• If supported in-circuit emulator setting a breakpoint to SRAM, when the stack hits it triggers.

• Fill the empty SRAM space with a data pattern and see where the stack went. This can also be
done manually by writing into SRAM in the debug environment. Both sides of the SRAM can be
observed, the area above the last variables in SRAM (top of .bss) and the stack itself, since SRAM
is initialized with zero and the stack does not clean up where it was, it can be observed on the top
addresses of SRAM where it wrote.

• Create a variable that is updated by interrupts to the lowest value the stackpointer gets (maybe use
a timer interrupt for that)
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avr-objdump -h <program>.elf | grep .bss will produce something as

2 .bss 0000021d 008002fc 008002fc 00001dfe 2**0

Adding together the first two hex numbers (Size and start address of .bss) gives the top of of SRAM
used for the variables 0x21d + 0x2fc = 0x519 = 1305

To reduce amount of required SRAM, it could be considered to move the constant data (as strings) from
SRAM to FLASH. However since a Harvard architecture with separate memory spaces for FLASH
and SRAM is used accessing data in the program memory space is tricky.

Program the chip
The Avr chips go from 8 pin devices to chips having a couple of hundred pins. The bigger option
would be a JTAG interface for programming (and debugging) the chip. But on a low cost chip (having
just 8 pins) the additional pins and the JTAG functionality on the chip itself would cost too much.
Therefore the Avr chips have different programming modes. Obviously not all chips and programmers
support all of them.

programming/debugging mode description programmer

high voltage serial

programming

A high voltage applied, tells the
chip to go into programming
mode. It is the only way to pro-
gram 8 pin devices that have the
reset pin disabled and used for an
application io.

Not supported by most program-
mers

STK500 supports it

ISP Serial programming mode (6 pin
connector)

AVRISP-MKII

JTAG-ICE-MKII

PONYPROG

STK500

JTAG Can be used to program, debug
and for boundary scan in the pro-
duction. Available just on larger
chips (10 pin connector)

JTAG-ICE-mkII

debugwire Small devices do not support
JTAG and ISP does not allow
to debug them. On some de-
vices Debug wire exchange ISP
with debug wire for debugging.
It should be noted that once de-
bug wire is enabled ISP will not
work. Fuse bits need to be set to
revert it.

Caution

Resetting debugwire
can not be done us-
ing ISP since ISP is
disabled, High voltage
programming or a spe-
cial sequence is re-
quired (in Avrstudio4
go to debugging and

JTAG-ICE-mkII
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then disable debugwire
in jtag ICE mkII Op-
tions, is really hidden).
Some people say this is
also possible with avr-
dude.

The Atmel programmers have a firmware inside, this firmware must match with the version in the
AvrStudio, you might have to up (or even downgrade) it.

Avr devices have different memories inside:

flash It is the program memory this is what you need to
program

eeprom Holds non volatile data, usually it will not be pro-
grammed, since the application will write and read
here

fuses This is the tricky part, here you can configure
stuff.

Often the fuses have to set manually by instructions of the programmer. Often here is the problem
when the chip not behaves as desired. Some samples for fuses and what happens if they are set wrong:

1. divide clock by 8 => effect baud-rate might be wrong

2. configure oscillator => chip is dead

3. use reset pin as io => chip can not be programmed anymore (except high voltage programming
modes)

Luckily the elf file format can combine all those settings to a single file and AVR studio can deal
with it.

Many different hardware is supported see:

http://www.avrfreaks.net

As avr-objdump -h -S <program>.elf shows, the elf file holds much more additional stuff than a
programmer requires. ELF is the standard format under Linux and produced by the GCC, but unfor-
tunately many chip programmers do not understands it. Therefore it has to be converted to Intel hex
format (ASCII file), to create Intel hex from elf:

avr-objcopy -j .text -j .data -O ihex <program name>.elf <program name>.hex

To bring the program and the static data into the micro controller chip a programmer is required.

Since the Intel hex format is ASCII it can by cat <program name>.hex or in a text editor:

Every line starts with :

1. All other characters have to be read as a pair of two characters representing a byte written as hexa-
decimal value.

2. The first byte is the number of data bytes contained in the line.

3. The second and third byte is the start address where those bytes are written

4. When the fourth byte is zero then it is a regular line contains data. If it is 01 then it marks end of file

5. Then the data bytes are present

6. At the end there is a checksum byte

http://www.avrfreaks.net
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Avrdude

Avrdude is a command line tool to program avr's.

The user should be in the usb and uucp group to have access.

For Gentoo Linux make sure you set the ftdi useflag to get usb support and then emerge avrdude.

Type avrdude -v and see that there is a global configuration file that should not be edited but contains
all definitions as programmer names /etc/avrdude.conf and a custom user configuration file
~/.avrduderc can be created.

avrdude -c ? lists all programmer hardware supported as jtag2 = Atmel JTAG ICE mkII in jtag mode.

avrdude -p ? lists all microcontroller supported as m324p = atmega324p unfortunately this is not the
same as avr-gcc uses.

Now it has to be known how the avrdude connects to the programmer. Since all kinds of hardware
interfaces are supported the -P parameter sets the port. Details are described in the sections of the
programmers. For the following examples -P usb:4945 selects a programmer on the USB with a serial
number that ends to 4945. The number can be found by lsusb or usbview and then when knowing the
USB bus number and the device number, the verbose option can be set lsusb -v -s 6:5 | grep Serial

To start the terminal mode:

avrdude -p m324p -c jtag2 -P usb:4945 -t for the JTAG ICE using JTAG

avrdude -p m324p -c jtag2isp -P usb:4945 -t for the JTAG ICE using ISP

avrdude -p m168p -c avrispmkII -P usb:7866 -t for the AVR ISP mkII

Type help to know what can be done.

part To see what part you have including memory
types and size

erase Chip erase

dump flash 0 32 Dump 32 byte from the flash beginning at address
0

Note

If the above command fails try it as root. It might be that regular users have no access right.
Making sure the user belongs to the uucp and usb group.

The more common options use the command line:

To erase the chip:

avrdude -p m16 -c jtag2 -P usb:4945 -e

To erase and program the flash memory of the chip:

avrdude -p m16 -c jtag2 -P usb:4945 -e -U flash:w:<program>.hex

-P usb:0e:d8 The last 4 digit of the Jtag ICE mk-II serial num-
ber to find the device on the usb. See Jtag ICE mk-
II section for the details.

-e Erases chip

-U flash:w:<program name>.hex Writes the file in the flash memory inside the chip.

There is a GUI for it gnome-avrdude, however it seems to be outdated (devices and programmer
missing)
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to /etc/portage/package.keywords.

See https://sourceforge.net/projects/gnome-avrdude/. The gui is straight forward. Click the Configure
button and do the settings. For the Port type in usb:0e:d8 as previously found.

https://www.mikrocontroller.net/articles/Burn-o-mat

Note

Some smaller devices do not support jtag, but ISP. The JTAG ICE mkII can handle that using
jtag2isp device, but the bit clock timing must be increased by factor 10 using -B10 option.
So the following command should do it:  avrdude -p m168p -c jtag2isp -B10 -P usb:40fb
-vv -e -U flash:w:<prgm name>.hex

JTAG ICE mk-II

Two modes are supported the JTAG mode that allows full functionality but occupies 4 pins on the avr
device and the debugwire with limited functionality, but uses just a single pin on the avr device.

Figure 3.5. JTAG ICE

It is recommendable to attach it via USB, so no serial connector is occupied and no power supply is
required (The target seems to have been powered separately, otherwise an power error occurs). If the
emulator is plugged in udev does not know what to do. Therefore no dev file with a meaningful name
is produced (except udev rules would be written). Avrdude finds the dev file automatically when the
last couple of digits of the serial number of the Jtag ICE mk-II is known. However, how to find the
serial number? Type

avrdude -c jtag2 -p m128 -P usb:xx -v

Obviously this can also be easier by using usbview.

Once the number is known, type:

avrdude -c jtag2 -p m16 -P usb:4945 -v

PonyProg

A universal programmer with a GUI supporting many kind of chips (not just avr's) is PonyProg that
can be easily installed by: emerge ponyprog. Checkout the home page of PonyProg where you get
also the information about the necessary hardware: http://www.lancos.com/prog.html

https://sourceforge.net/projects/gnome-avrdude/
https://www.mikrocontroller.net/articles/Burn-o-mat
http://www.lancos.com/prog.html
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Since PonyProg is universal, it's universal hardware has a base board connecting to the serial port of
the PC and offering a 10 pin header, where the different adapters specific to the particular chips can
be plugged in. This 10 pin header is defined by PonyProg and with a high probability incompatible
to other 10 pin headers to program individual chips.

After successful installation PonyProg can be started as ponyprog2000

Debugging AVR micro controllers
Although C code can be tested on a regular Linux PC, certain problems occur when it is ported to an
other hardware (other peripherals, 8 instead 64 bit address bus, timing). Debuggers are required for
that. Debugging micro controllers is possible with the Gnu Debugger avr-gdb that has a front and a
back end. The front end interacts with the user and the back end with the micro controller. Front end
and back end can communicate via an TCP/IP port and could therefore be on different machines.

Since Avr have Harvard architectures with two memories, one for data and one for instructions and
gdb has just one memory to watch, a trick has been implemented, an offset of 800'000 has been added
to the data memory addresses and been put to the instruction memory. PortB can not be observed at
0x18 it has to be observed at 0x800018.

Back end avarice for the In-Circuit Emulator

Programming micro controller means accessing hardware directly. Modern avr have a JTAG interface
that allows to access via the PC the internal registers of an actual physical attached micro controller.
To control such an attached micro controller an other device like the Atmel JTAG In-Circuit Emulator
(ICE) can be used. avarice connects to avr-gdb via a TCP socket and communicates via avr-gdb's
"serial debug protocol" and on the other side it communicated via /dev/avrjtag to the ICE.

See: http://avarice.sourceforge.net/ and is man page.

To start avarice must find the emulator (usb:<serial number>) and the TCP/IP port to be used:

avarice --jtag usb:4945 --mkII :4242

avarice then waits with the stopped microcontroller to be connected. Once connected, disconnecting
closes the program. --debug add more info to the console

Some devices not having JTAG but having debug wire can also be debugged setting the debugwire
fuse and calling avarice with --debugwire

avarice might be difficult to compile and install. Steps are:

1. Get the source from the trunk in sf (latest not released)

2. start Bootstrap to get configure

3. ./configure

4. make

5. make DESTDIR=<temp dir> install to install it into a temporary dir and not the root

6. avarice -h will then run

Back end Avr Simulator

Instead of using a real device with an emulator a simulated device can be used and attached to avr-
gdb. The packet for that is simulavr.

Unfortunately there are many issues to build simulavr on a modern Linux distribution. It also looks
to be no more well maintained. Alternatives are using binary packages (64bit is missing) or the active

http://avarice.sourceforge.net/
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fork https://github.com/Traumflug/simulavrthat has been done since the SIMINFO extension got not
accepted but http://reprap.org/wiki/Teacup_Firmware simulations requires it.

simulavr is more than just a back end to avr-gdb it is also a standalone simulator that can run an
application simulavr -d atmega168 -f <app>.elf Unfortunately the number of supported devices is
not so long.

There is also support to simulate the simulated avr's peripherals with scripts and create trace files of
signals that can be explored with gtkwave.

For debugging the simulation needs to be run with the -g option simulavr -d atmega168 -g it is
common to not pass a file to be simulated, since the avr-gdb debugger can load it.

When done Ctrl+C will stop it

See http://reprap.org/wiki/SimulAVR

Front end

The gnu debugger gdb is available for the avr's under that name avr-gdb ( for gentoo emerge cross-
avr/gdb).

Important

Check if you have a ~/.gdbinit in your home directory. If you have one and you do not
know why, remove it.

Even it is no more state of the art, but using the command line to check if debugging is possible is a
good start before using a nice GUI tool and not understand why it does not work.

The <program>.elf to be debugged must be compiled with -g parameter to get the debug information.

Debug with simulavr

simulavr needs to get the program and avr-gdb needs to have the symbol table. This is best done by
starting simulavr -d atmega168 -g in debug mode knowing the microcontroller but not the program.

Then start avr-gdb the elf file can be passed at command line or later by file <program>.elf

target remote localhost:1212 connects avr-gdb to the simulavr simulator

load downloads the program in simulavr, (simulavr might not accept the load command due to fuse
data that it can not handle).

Now everything is ready for the avr-gdb debug commands

Debug with avrice

With avarice the microcontroller being debugged needs to have the program therefore programming
needs to be done first using avrdude.

After that avrice can be started.

Then start avr-gdb the elf file can be passed at command line or later by file <program>.elf

Note

Do not use the avr-gdb load command since avrdude has already loaded the program into
the chip.

https://github.com/Traumflug/simulavr
http://reprap.org/wiki/Teacup_Firmware
http://reprap.org/wiki/SimulAVR
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Now everything is ready for the avr-gdb debug commands

Debug the avr program

At (gdb) command prompt type in the following:

target remote localhost:4242 connects avr-gdb to the emulator via avarice The avarice window
will show that it is connected.

b main sets a breakpoint at main

c runs until breakpoint

n single step not entering functions

s single step but entering functions

p <var> prints value of variable <var>

Ctrl+C exits from running

q quits

As GUI there was in the past avr-insight and avarice came even with support for it as or ice-insight
that starts avr-insight and avarice. There is also ice-gdb that starts avr-gdb and avarice. Checkout
man pages for ice-gdb and ice-insight. Avr-insight seems to be disappeared and the pure insight
supports not avr's. Also Code:Blocks and eclipse are solutions with a gui.

Assembler
There are reasons why to deal with assembly language:

1. The gcc calls avr-as the assembler therefore a basic understanding of assembler is useful.

2. There are also micro controllers that are simply too small and too little memory to run C.

3. Assembler programs are usually faster than C programs.

4. With assembly language and a low complexity you know exactly what is going on. This is an
advantage in certification of safety related applications.

Some links other than man as:

http://www.avr-asm-tutorial.net/

Figure 3.6. Attiny

http://www.avr-asm-tutorial.net/
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Codeblocks

Codeblocks setup and install

Prior installing Code::Blocks it is recommended to test all required functionality on the command
line as:

avr-gcc

avr-dude

avr-gdb

avarice

simulavr

The command line options of those tools need to be remembered and copied to Code::Blocks.

If the tool chain as gcc-avr is not included in the systems gcc (gcc-conf -l does not show it)
Code::Blocks needs to known the location of the avr-gcc => Settings => Compiler (choose GCC
Compiler for AVR) => Toolchain executables (not search directories).

The package srecord is required to get srec_cat

Occasionally as when running external tools (as avr-dude) in a separate window xterm is used as
the default and needs therefore be installed. Alternatives as konsole can be selected in Settings =>
Environment.

Good links how to use Code::Blocks with avr are

http://www.johnhenryshammer.com/WOW2/pagesHowTo/atmelPage.php#index http://www.avrf-
reaks.net/sites/default/files/Howto%20Code_Blocks%20and%20AVR1_3.pdf

To get the arduino library the linker setting needs to known the path where core.a is. Additionally the
header files must be made available to keep the c compiler happy.

CodeBlocks projects

Since Code::Blocks supports AVR microcontrollers create a "New AVR Project".

CodeBlocks creates xml project files with the cbp file extension.

Code::Blocks knows projects having targets. Targets are usually:

• Release having the target to program the binary in the chip

• Debug to develop and debug the source code

Code::Block allows to make setting on Global level => Settings as well as on project levels => Project
=> Build Options. There are separate Build Options for the targets as Release and Debug.

When Code::Blocks gets installed with avr-gcc found by gcc-config -l then a wizard pops up when
selecting new avr project and have you made selections as CPU type and frequency. This is nice but
then gets complicated to find where the wizard has made the settings.

The default settings might be not what is desired when as when a bigger avr device having JTAG is
used for the development and a smaller device then for the production. Or the simulator is used that
has a limited set of AVR devices but then an other device is used.

Important

It is therefore important to have a concept what is defined per project and what globally.

http://www.johnhenryshammer.com/WOW2/pagesHowTo/atmelPage.php#index
http://www.avrfreaks.net/sites/default/files/Howto%20Code_Blocks%20and%20AVR1_3.pdf
http://www.avrfreaks.net/sites/default/files/Howto%20Code_Blocks%20and%20AVR1_3.pdf
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~/.config/codeblocks holds the user configuration that is not in the projects. Since the project
files cbp are xml they can be observed to find out where the settings are.

CodeBlocks programming the chip

The preferred way to program the chip is to add the previously tested avrdude command from
the command line into Code::Blocks as new tool see also https://www.mikrocontroller.net/arti-
cles/Code::Blocks. At the beginning it is the best to have it run in a separate window (requires the
default xterm or an alternative to be installed).

Figure 3.7. Codeblocks and AVR dude

The command can then be made more flexible by using variables (or macros) as $(PROJECT_NAME).
To find out what values they have add to the builds pre or post steps.

echo PROJECT_NAME $(PROJECT_NAME)
echo TARGET_OUTPUT_DIR $(TARGET_OUTPUT_DIR)

Alternatively it would be possible to add the avrdude command to the post-build steps to have the
chip automatically programmed on build.

Codeblocks and simulavr

To debug a program without emulator and chip requires a simulated chip and therefore simulavr. sim-
ulavr just supports a small number of chips. simulavr needs to be started by Code::Blocks including
the program to be loaded and debugged as elf file. After that Code::Blocks needs to start avr-gdb

https://www.mikrocontroller.net/articles/Code::Blocks
https://www.mikrocontroller.net/articles/Code::Blocks
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Alternatively simulavr could be started without elf file. Then avr-gdb could be started with the avr-
gdb commands

target remote localhost:<nnnn> 
load

to have the file loaded.

There are various ways of setting up Code::Blocks for that. simulavr could be set up as tool and avr-
gdb can have its commands in the settings as "Additional GDB commands" and "Additional shell
commands".

Prior doing it the desired commands and steps should be tested in consoles. It is also a good way to
start simulavr in a console and have then Code::Blocks start the debug without automatically start
simulavr.

The first setup should have much user interaction, if everything works then it should be modified to
be as automatic as possible.

Working on such low level, really helps understanding how debugging with gdb works.

Codeblocks to debug the chip

avr-gdb as front end and avarice as back end is used. avarice and avr-gdb communicate via TCP/
IP typically port 4242 with each other.

Figure 3.8. CodeBlocks and avarice
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As avrdude it is best to add avarice as tool to Code::Blocks. At the beginning it is also here the best
to have it running in a separate window.

Important

The chip needs to be programmed first as by using avrdude before it can be debugged.
avarice does not do that.

Codeblocks troubleshooting

Observing the logs & others is the first point for troubleshooting since there all commands appear.

Pre and post steps is also a place where commands as

echo TARGET_OUTPUT_FILE $(TARGET_OUTPUT_FILE)

can be placed to see what values the variables carry.

If the settings do not appear as desired than There might be a mess with the settings since

Important, those location exist more than one time:

For all build targets and for each individual build target. Different rules exist where it is done best.
As example when having just one hardware then the top location is best. Having multiple hardware
with different CPUs and speed than a per target definition is best. If it is messed up the same but
contradictions definition can pop up more than once in the Log & others window. Open the xml project
file <project>.cbp in an editor might be a way to find out where the settings have been made.

AVR eclipse plugin

Eclipse does not run well under Gentoo. A better way is therefore using Code::Blocks.

Before the AVR plugin can be installed the CDT the C development Tools need to be installed.

Via eclipse marketplace there is the AVR eclipse plugin.

Eclipse uses perspectives to work. There are two perspectives for the avr development:

The C/C++ perspective where code is developed

The Debug perspective to test it.

Perspectives are basically just different views. They modify the menu bar and the windows.

To work with it create a new C project and then select AVR Cross Target Application
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Figure 3.9. AVR Project

Under Project>Build Configurations the build configuration Release and Debug can be found. De-
pending what configuration is active the compilation creates the subdirectories Debug or Release that
contain the results of the compilation.

Release contains the hex, elf files and is therefore suitable to do program it into a device using the
programmer or program it into the device and debug it with an emulator.

Debug contains just the elf file that can be used for debugging using the AVR microcontroller simu-
lator. The name Debug is misleading, since debugging can also be done using the emulator and a real
microcontroller, but for this the not existing hex file would be required.

Note

Debug can not be used for debugging using the emulator. To not create confusion the build
configuration Debug should be renamed to something as Simulator.

Existing source and header files can be simply copied to the eclipse workspace project directory di-
rectory. File > Refresh (or F5) makes them visible to the project.

Project > Make target is ambiguous and could therefore be misleading. Make in this context is not
a verb it is the name of the program make, since Eclipse makes use of and creates automatically
makefiles. Targets are targets for the program make. The targets automatically created are all and
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clean and allowing eclipse to do make all and make cleanTherefore Project > Make target allows to
add new targets for the program make.

Eclipse uses the workspace to group all projects together and showing them on the Project window. If
too many projects appear, they can be grouped using Working sets. Alternatively different workspaces
can be made and File>Switch Workspace selects what is desired.

Tools like doxygen and git work well together with eclipse.

Place a Doxyfile into the top directory that e.g. creates html pages in /html and uses pictures from
/pic. Add a .gitignore file to exclude automatically generated files from version control. The
.gitignore file might contain the following

# ignore eclipse files
*.cproject
*.project
Release/*
Debug/*
.settings/*
# ignore doxygen files
html/*
pic/*

Programmer and hardware setup

Project>Properties>AVR>TargetHardware must be adapted to the avr controller and its oscillator
used.

In Project>Properties>AVR>AVRDude (or standalone AVRdude) two programmer configurations
need to be created, one for Release and one for Debug. Alternatively a single configuration for both
can be selected. The programmer configuration defines what programmer hardware is used. The same
command line options as using avrdude in a console can be set. So t he -P port setting must match, the
ID of the programmer on the USB e.g.  usb:4945. In the GUI there is a window where the command
line is shown, this can be used to confirm the setting.

Some programmers support different methods to program the chips, but the chips are less flexible
and support just a few, so select the programmer with the correct programming mode for the target
microprocessor. Example: Use ISP and not JTAG if the target microprocessor does not support JTAG.

The factory settings of Avr micro-controllers is hardly the configurations that is desired. So the fuses
need to be modified. The fuses most probably to be changed are:

Disable DIV8 fuse to run the same speed as the oscillator

Select something other than the internal RC oscillator

Per default just the Build Configuration > Release (but not Debug) will produce the hex file for the
programmer.

Compiling and programming

Compiling and programming the microprocessor is done in the C/C++ perspective and having selected
the Release build configuration.

Project>Bulid Configuration > Set Active > Release is probably the first thing to do instead to have
the default setting Debug.

Eclipse starts avrdude and its command line is shown, so check its settings and if it still doesn't run
try it out without eclipse in the regular Linux console.
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This allows a fist compilation without configuring in-circuit debugger or simulator. If successful and
more is desired it can be switched back to build configuration Debug where the program can be tested
and developed.

Debugging AVR with eclipse

Debugging is more complex, since a couple of extra things need to be configured

Verify that the elf file has some debug info with it Project>Properties>C/C++ Build>Settings>AVR
Compiler>Debugging

Figure 3.10. avr debug settings

It is strongly advisable that no code optimizations are done (otherwise single step through the code
gets confusion), so verify Project>Properties>C/C++ Build>Settings>AVR Compiler>Optimization

A debug back-and a front end for avr-gdb needs to be configured

The back end avarice (or simulavr) needs to be configured as external tool. Run > External Tools >
External Tools Configurations and click on Program.

Location is /usr/bin/avarice

For the Working directory click on Variables and set workspace_loc to get ${workspace_loc}

Where to find it on the usb and what TCP/IP port is used needs to be set, so add the arguments:--jtag
usb:40fb --mkII :4242

This allows to run avarice.

Now the front end avr-gdb needs to be configured. This is done by creating a debug configuration
where C/C++ Remote Application has to be set (since it runs remote on the avr processor and com-
municates over TCP/IP). Settings as use /usr/bin/avr-gdb and the port number 4242 to find avarice
must be set. In the Debug perspective open Run>Debug Configuration. For the C/C++ Application
press button Search Project and select the elf file in the Debug subdirectory. The debugger gdb needs
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to be exchanged with /usr/bin/avr-gdb and the port number of the connection needs to be adapted to
find the back end avarice, 4242 is commonly used for that. Delete also the gdb command file, except
if you have one for avr-gdb.

When debugging fails, close windows as disassembly, since this give a lot of stress to the data link
towards the emulator.

Troubles with the avr plugin

When updating the avr-gcc, the eclipse plugin will still remember old paths and create
warnings since they are no more present. To get rid of this warning delete the following
file: ${workspace}/.metadata/.plugins/org.eclipse.cdt.make.core/${pro-
jectname}.sc

If AVR symbols can no be resolved, try to select other microprocessor, compile and switch back to
correct microprocessor. There seems to be sync problems between avr-gcc and eclipse GUI.

AvrStudio and WinAvr
AvrStudio is Atmels a very nice environment to develop programs for their microcontrollers running
under Windows.

When AVR microcontrollers became popular AVRstudio had version 4 and I did a lot of work with
it. I still use a version under Windows XP having installed in Virtual box. Newer versions see to be
to heavy for my PC and Virtual Box.

A draw back is that using an old version of AVRstudio means:

Avrlib 1.6.7

GCC 4.3.3

No support for very new AVR devices

According http://www.avrfreaks.net/ avrstudio4 runs well under Linux using Wine.

Warning

You could run into a badly and confusing CR/LF problem when editing source in Linux and
then use it under Windows. The effect is that the debugger jumps around randomly and even
stops on commented lines, additionally even the watches for variables seem to not work. To
get rid of it the source has to be cleaned line breaks for Windows. It is also recommended to
replace tab character with blank characters.

Finally I use it under virtual box where windows XP is installed.

My experience is, the AvrStudio version 4 runs well under Microsoft XP. AvrStudio 4 supports just
assembler programming but a very nice package WinAvr can be plugged in to get the gcc compiler
(Newer version do not make use of WinAvr anymore so its development stopped in 2010). Using
WinAvr under Linux means, having the Linux C Compiler gcc ported to Windows, then using the
Windows emulator Wine to have the Windows version of the Linux C compiler running again under
Linux. Installation worked but did not start due to a lot of missing dlls and other warnings. I could not
manage to find and install those dlls. Win AVR crashed badly my computer? And how to connect to
the emulator, since Wine seems not to support USB? The hint that it seemed to require at least wine
0.9.57 did not help either.

Arduino
Arduino is a open source hard and software platform https://www.arduino.cc/. It mainly runs on AVR
processors and makes therefore use of avr-gcc. However it uses a hardware abstraction layer, so ac-

http://www.avrfreaks.net/
https://www.arduino.cc/
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cessing the micro controllers peripherals does not require to read the microcontrollers data sheet and
makes also the code to be portable, Additional there is also a boot loader , so programming the chip
works via USB connection without the need of any special hardware. To start the ide type arduino

Figure 3.11. Arduino

The source files have the extension ino.

Installing arduino

Downloading an arduino binary unpacking it and running it from its installation directory is the easi-
est way. When extracted there are setup scripts ./install.sh creates a desktop icon, arduino-lin-
ux-setup.sh fiddles around with udev rules and user group assignments and requires root permis-
sions via sudo. Instead trusting it, an administrator might prefer to do it manually.

The arduino-<xxx>/hardware/tools/avr includes the avr-gcc compiler arduino tries to
hide the details about the compilation, linking and programming. This might be nice but for a profes-
sional it can be annoying when it is unknown where all the compiled output files go.

The first thing to be done is go to File Preferences and click the two boxes at

Show verbose output during compiling and upload

If ./arduino is started in a console then all text appears there, so it can be more easily captured for
some purposes. Interesting things to see is where the hex file and other compilation output goes and
what command is used to program it into the micro-controller. All goes into a folder like /tmp/
arduino_build_796905 and <name>.ino.hex is that what should be saved for later (mass)
programming.

File preferences points to the file preferences.txt is the place where additional settings are. Set

preproc.save_build_files=false

to true looks promising.
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Arduino uno has a USB to serial device built in. Since there are two implementation FTDI chip or
second AVR processor the appropriate kernel driver must be installed.

Some arduino version fail due to a missing library when calling /home/......../arduino-1.8.1/hard-
ware/tools/avr/bin/avrdude to program the chip. This can be fixed by installing avrdude
separately as to /usr/bin/avrdude and then going into the /home/<........>/ar-
duino-1.8.1/hardware/tools/avr/bin directory where arduino has its avrdude. Simply
replace it with a symlink ln -s /usr/bin/avrdude avrdude.

An other issue is that uploading the code to the avr fails since a regular user has no access to the serial
port used.

In case of having a second AVR, this has the Communication Device Class Abstract Control Model
interface implemented therefore select Device Drivers > USB support > USB Modem (CDC ACM)
support that results in CONFIG_USB_ACM and its driver is called cdc-acm. When the arduino is
plugged in then dmesg should tell that /dev/ttyACM0 got created.

Alternative installation

Since arduino is an ide and a library, it is also possible to use the arduino library under an other ide
as eclipse or Code::Blocks.

For eclipse the work is already done since there are arduino eclipse plugins and Code::Blocks has its
Codeblocks Arduino IDE http://arduinodev.com/codeblocks/.

For Gentoo Linux there is a guide. However emerge arduino installs an old arduino IDE without avr
tool chain since the Gentoo way is installing the avr tool chain separately and this is big work with
the risk that it will not end up successfully.

Interfacing AVR devices to Linux via USB
Some basic USB device implementations that need to exchange just a couple of bytes, make use of EP0
only. They can use standard micro-controller without USB interface. The USB part is done entirely
in SW see: https://www.obdev.at/products/vusb/index.html. Earlier versions where called avrusb and
not vusb. The name had to be changed since Atmel the avr manufacturer uses avrusb for their avr
chips with hardware USB support. The software package is called usbdrv. Download latest version
from https://www.obdev.at/products/vusb/download.html, extract it and change to to examples/us-
btool. Type make and you get the executable that can be started as ./usbtool -w list , so you will see
everything attached to your PC.

Or even use a more stripped down version http://dicks.home.xs4all.nl/avr/usbtiny/ that fits in 8pin
chips. Here the software package is called usbtiny.

PIC microcontrollers
For PIC microcontrollers there is among many programs the Gnu PIC assembler  gpasm (and xgpasm
a front end for it) that comes with the gputils package https://gputils.sourceforge.io/.

To get debug info run gpasm <prgm name>.asm things as processor to be used can be set inside the
asm file or passed as command line parameter. This produces the hex file for the processor but also a
cod file used for the Gnu PIC simulator gpsim http://gpsim.sourceforge.net/.

The simulator has a gui where the code file can be opened. After that the code can be debugged in side
the simulator. The simulator has many windows as asm, memory. Some of them are really advanced
as breadboard and scope.

The breadboard shows the chip where arrows indicate if the pins are input or outputs and if they are
low green or high read. Clicking on a input pin toggles its its level.

For a nice simulation there are other devices necessary to be put on the breadboard. Therefore add the
library libgpsim_modules first, then add the desired modules to the breadboard. Now wires are needed

http://arduinodev.com/codeblocks/
https://www.obdev.at/products/vusb/index.html
https://www.obdev.at/products/vusb/download.html
http://dicks.home.xs4all.nl/avr/usbtiny/
https://gputils.sourceforge.io/
http://gpsim.sourceforge.net/
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to connect the modules to the PIC. Wires are nodes, that have to be created first and in a seconds step
they need to be connected. To connect them click on the pins and select the node, repeat this until done,
don't worry you will not see a lot. Then click Trace all and the wire appears. Modules can produces
signals that are used to stimulate inputs, therefore the word stimulus appears.

Even gpsim is a gui program, the console is a key element, where at the gpsim> prompt commands
can be entered. **gpsim> frequency 4000000 sets the clock frequency to 4MHz and can be read
back via **gpsim> frequency

Note

Also the modules and their effect including passing the signal from one end of the wire to
the other require that the simulator is running. The simulator has different modes: Realtime
with GUI is the most intensive of them and is therefore well suited for the first tests.

gpsim -c <breadboard>.stc -s <program>.cod it how it is called.

Observing the stc files shows that they just contain gpsim console commands, therefore it is a good
habit to edit them with the missing stuff as frequency 4000000 to define the quartz used.

Figure 3.12. gpsim

Passing data to the usart can typed in directly in the USART console window when usart.console=true
or at the console where gpsim got started usart.console=false and then usart.tx=82

There is also picprog a command line programmer, with a JDM style programmer picprog --erase
--burn --input <filename>.hex --pic /dev/ttyS0

Finally there is an IDE piklab that has a gui (unfortunately the gui seems not to work on my machine,
alternatively there is picdev). It is a front end for picasm and supports programming PICs and

STM32
STM32 are 32 bit ARM microcontrollers, that are in generally too small for Linux but also to big to
have a DIL case for the hobbyist. However when cost is an issue and a Linux board is too expensive
or not robust enough and a small device as a AVR is too much a compromise to write Software or if
a hobbyist wants to do something professional, then STM32 are a good choice.

There is good support with gcc. There are different ways to start with programming them. The most
modern way is cube that has, libraries, tools, board support packages, high abstraction layer including
RTOS, FAT, TCP/IP and USB: http://www.emcu.it/STM32Cube/STM32Cube.html or for the specific
micro-controller series F4. Registration is required to get the software.

http://www.emcu.it/STM32Cube/STM32Cube.html
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A tool chain is required and does not come from ST. However ST supports different tool chains and
even onces that are free as:

• Standalone IDE https://atollic.com/truestudio/

• Eclipse based. Two ways for the installation are possible:

• Register and get the installer that comes with eclipse and all required

• Start an already installed eclipse and follow the steps required to get the plugins. Those steps are
roughly adding the update site with the name System Workbench for STM32 - Bare Machine
edition and its location then click a couple of time ok or yes until eclipse is happy.

C and small microcontrollers
When wring code for small microcontrollers often single bits need to be read, written and checked.
Often there are registers (e.g. 8 bit wide) where every bit has its meaning.

C would offer a very nice way to access single bit by using structure with the data type unsigned
where even number of bits could be grouped. Unfortunately this has a big disadvantage if it comes to
portable code and C compiler issues. First depending on little or big endians, all structures would have
to be flipped or two versions would have to be maintained. Second the C compiler might move the
bits around in the memory as it desires resulting in empty spaces between the bits (paddings,,trailers
and so on).

An other approach (that avr-gcc uses) is assigning numbers to bit names and using left shift functions.

reg = (1<<D7) // shifts 1 as defined by D7, so it results in 0x80

To look a bit nicer avr-gcc has the _BV macro that hides the shift operation, however it uses the same
amount of characters.

reg = _BV(D7)

Those shift commands can be put in brackets and logically + or | to get a byte constant.

Since most registers can be read back individual bits can be set as:

reg |= (1<<D7);  // set D7

To clear individual bits:

reg &= ~((1<<D7) | (1<<D6)); // clear D7 and D6

To toggle a bit

reg ^= (1<<D7);  // toggles D7

To test bits

LCDproc
Some PC's boxes as the one I bought for my home theater running freevo can be equipped with a
display. LCDproc is the Linux package to put some hardware and software to the empty front panel.
See: http://lcdproc.org/ or http://lcdproc.omnipotent.net/

Hardware issues
LCDproc supports many different display hardware. The following considers a industry standard text
display 4 lines with 16 characters. The controller chip is from Hitachi HD44780 or the compatible
equivalent from Samsung KS0066. The display can be wired to the parallel port of the PC. Therefore

https://atollic.com/truestudio/
http://lcdproc.org/
http://lcdproc.omnipotent.net/
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boot your PC and go into the BIOS settings. The parallel port has been introduced to control print-
ers, but due to lack of a parallel interface it got quickly used (and also accepted) for other purposes.
Therefore make sure DMA access to the parallel port is disabled, since the display is much too slow
for that and might cause some timing issues. Very old parallel port interfaces where restricted to just
write to the port (who wants to read from a printer?), new ones can also read back data, so check that
this is enabled in the BIOS. Reading back is used for the busy bit (handshake). Using the busy bit, the
slow display indicates to the very fast PC that it is taking the character, but does not want to already be
bothered with a new character. It therefore slows down the data throughput, but makes sure nothing
gets lost. Without handshake the PC would have to wait (some unknown time) until the display is
ready for the next character. Not using the handshake signal and setting a fixed wait time for the PC
is problematic and easily characters could get lost.

Figure 3.13. Lcds

There is no 5V power on the parallel port, so 5V power can be taken from a drive connector (or
USB, 15pin Gameport). For the ground pin 18 to 25 of the parallel port can be used, so the signals
taking that as reference and not the noisy ground of the drives. To make the 5V clean, some bypass
capacitors between the 5V and the ground of the parallel port are recommended. If the display has
high input impedance and long wires would be attached, then the signals could bounce due to EMC
noise, resulting in wrong characters in the display. Therefore putting pull down resistors (as 4k7) to
all signals coming from the parallel port might be a good idea.

There are different ways to wire this up to the parallel port. Promising are the 4 bit or the 8 bit modes.

The 4 bit mode

The 4 bit mode has 4 wires less to connect but seems more problematic. A 8 bit character will be
split into two times 4 bit. By using two sequential accesses, the 8 bit will be moved to or from the
display. The handshake bit is set after the two accesses and therefore a handshake between the two 4
bit accesses is missing. This has the danger that half characters could get lost and the display could trip
out of synchronization. If out of synchronization it would take the 4 bit from the previous character
and 4 bits of the next character to form probably a very ugly result.
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The 8 bit mode

Soldering 4 extra wires to have a cleaner and faster interface pays back. Therefore the 8 bit winamp
is recommended.

LCDproc software setup
Do a emerge -pv lcdproc to see if the hd44780 driver gets selected, then emerge lcdproc. There is
the LCDd daemon that reads its configuration from /etc/LCDd.conf. The daemon is a TCP/IP
server, allowing to access the display from everywhere. In the /etc/LCDd.conf, do some settings
as select the right driver, connection type and display size:

Driver = hd44780
ConnectionType=winamp
Size=16x4

Do a /etc/init.d/LCDd start to see if it works. If it works you see some nice characters but nothing
more, since a LCDd client is missing.

Do a /etc/init.d/lcdproc start to have a LCDproc client running that puts system information to the
display. If you are happy add it to the runlevel

rc-update add LCDd default and to have an LCDproc client do rc-update add lcdproc default

Modbus
Modbus is a well known standard to communicate to devices. The modbus specification is free avail-
able from http://www.modbus.org

Different media is available:

1. Serial communication point to point via RS232

2. Multidrop bus RS485

3. TCP/IP Ethernet port 502 (and for non root users 1502. Non root users may or may not run in
trouble with 502)

Terms and definitions
In simple terms, modbus has a server (slave) that has been polled by a master (client). The data ex-
changed can be either bits or 16bit wide words. Modbus supports the following data objects, that can
exist multiple times in a device and therefore an address is used to select:

1. Coils are bit outputs, that probably traditionally controlled relays coils. Their value can be read
back.

2. Discrete inputs are bit inputs

3. Input registers are 16 bit wide

4. Holding registers are 16 bit wide output registers that can be read back.

Inside the modbus protocol the address can be a value starting from 0. To know what is addressed the
address plus the data object (Coils, Discrete Input, Input register or Holding register) must be specified
as well. Occasionally an additional number gets added to the address defining the data object. So the
following assignment results, where the first number is just a prefix and does not take part of the
modbus address:

http://www.modbus.org
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0xxxx - Coils (outputs) can be read and written (bit oriented)
1xxxx - Discrete inputs, ( input_status) can be read (bit oriented)
3xxxx - Input registers (it is not a bug 3 and not 2 is the prefix), can be read (16bit oriented)
4xxxx - Holding registers (output registers) can be read and written (16bit oriented)
A special feature is that those object addresses can be considered as be in a table and those tables could
overlap, so writing a single bit might affect a single bit in a register.

An other variation might exist, the lowest modbus address is 0, inside documentation of a device it
might be 1. This is just a redefinition or mapping issue.

Commands are:

1. Write Single Coil (function code 0x05) means write an output bit, probably the first modbus im-
plementations used relays to exchange data

2. Read Coils (function code 0x01) means read back the status of the output bits

3. Read Discrete Inputs (function code 0x02) means read the input bits

Data is exchanged in the following formats:

1. Protocol Data Unit (PDU) is the pure data free of addressing information

2. Application Data Unit (ADU) is PDU plus addressing data and checksum. In case of Modbus TCP/
IP, no check sum is there since this is already very well handled by TCP/IP.

Within the PDU there are two data files:

1. The 8bit wide function Function code. Usually the function code is sent is echoed back. However
on a failure, the most significant bit is set to indicated that the transmission of the data failed. This
is called an exception.

2. Contains the data to be transmitted. It can be data to be sent or to be received or in case of failure, it
can be an exception code that indicates the reason. Due to historic reasons the data can be maximum
253 byte, since the size of the RS232/485 ADU was set to 256 byte, on TCP/IP the ADU size can
be up to 260 bytes.

The data transmission mode must be per default RTU (Remote Terminal Unit) that uses binary data
to be more compact, as an option it can also be human readable ASCII.

The addressing within TCP/IP is:

2 Bytes Transaction number that is incremented by every transaction
2 Bytes protocol header that is 0x0000 for modbus
2 Bytes length of the following data
1 Byte Unit identifier, to allow to route the modbus telegram within the TCP/IP computer to other
devices attached to the computer (e.g. the TCP/IP computer could have many modbus RS485 nodes
attached). Set to 0x00 or 0xff if not used

Libmodbus
Libmodbus is a library to get modbus support under Linux. First install libmodbus on the PC. The
installation of the libraries does not necessarily install the sample code. Therefore get the archive
(for Gentoo Linux /usr/portage/distfiles/libmodbus-<n.m.o>.tar.gz) and copy/
extract the libmodbus archive to a directory where you like to work.

Goto the test directory where sample applications are. There read README. There are always two
sample applications a client application that requests the connection and a server application that re-
sponses. Now compile them all with make or individually as:

gcc random-test-server.c -o random-test-server `pkg-config --libs --cflags libmodbus`
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Note

If the pkg-config program does not find the desired files (as if the system administrator
refuses to install libmodbus):

echo $PKG_CONFIG_PATH

The result shows if this environmental variable points to the files. If not, reinitialize the vari-
able and export it (Without export the variable is set in the current process but not passed to
the child process within later gcc is running):

export PKG_CONFIG_PATH=/usr/local/lib/pkgconfig/

If the commands are put into a bash script then the script needs to be called as follows:

source ./<name of bash script>

Otherwise the variables are just exported to the process of the bash script but not to the console
that calls the bash scripts. However the system administrator of the Linux computer should
be fixed to set the environment variables correctly.

Running pkg-config --libs --cflags libmodbus will show -I/usr/include/modbus -
lmodbus that needs to be told to gcc to find and use libmodbus.

To test you need to start first the server in a window and then the slave in an other window. The
programs communicates just with the IP address 127.0.0.1 and therefore the data does not leave the
computer.

ctx = modbus_new_tcp("127.0.0.1", 1502);

To communicate to an other device, the source code must be modified. Therefore check out the IP
address and port and add it to the master code.

ctx = modbus_new_tcp("192.168.1.30", 502);

Now compile it  gcc random-test-client.c -o random-test-client `pkg-config --libs --cflags libmod-
bus` and run it ./random-test-client Since it randomly reads, it try to read also from locations that do
not exist and therefore lots of errors are produced.

Modbus with Python
For Python many implementations are available:

1. https://pythonhosted.org/pymodbus/ that supports now also python3 (therefore https://li-
braries.io/pypi/pymodbus3 is no more longer required)

2. https://pypi.org/project/uModbus/0.5.0/

3. https://pypi.org/project/modbus_tk/

Freemodbus
The freemodbus package is more targeted to small cpu's not necessary running an operating system.
See https://www.freemodbus.org/. There are sample demo projects for different microcontrollers as
for the AVR family. However your specific AVR might not be directly supported, as the ATmega324P.
To support it, you have to modify just the files in the subdirectory /port. Files to modify are:

1. port.h

2. portserial.c

https://pythonhosted.org/pymodbus/
https://libraries.io/pypi/pymodbus3
https://libraries.io/pypi/pymodbus3
https://pypi.org/project/uModbus/0.5.0/
https://pypi.org/project/modbus_tk/
https://www.freemodbus.org/
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Since the freemodbus packed is targeted to small microprocessors and such microprocessors do not
have a huge amount of RAM, no modbus table is preset. Instead freemodbus allows to access the
peripherals directly without the need to copy the data into RAM. The following functions are called
to get and write the data:

1. eMBRegInputCB

2. eMBRegHoldingCB

3. eMBRegCoilsCB

4. eMBRegDiscrete

A parameter can be passed to the functions eMBRegCoilsCB and eMBRegCoilsCB to define if the
function writes or reads.

Freemodbus supports RS485. With a #define RTS_ENABLE a pin of the microcontroller gets active
that can control the direction of the RS485 driver chip (75176).

Support for modbus TCP/IP is there but this has a higher complexity since a TCP/IP stack is required.

MBLogic
Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) can also be implemented by (embedded) Linux computers.
MBLogic from http://mblogic.sourceforge.net/index.html is an open source collection of PLC tools. It
is written in python and does not need to be installed, since it runs inside a directory. If you download
MBLogic you get all the different packages together and you might loose the overview. The packages
are:

1. MBLogic Soft Logic (the PLC and all necessary tools as web server)

2. HMIServer (Human Machine Interface that has a modbus interface on one side and a Web server
on the other)

3. HMIbuilder (Toolkit to create web pages for the HMIServer)

4. MBLogic Tools (Useful tools for debug, troubleshoot and test)

5. MBLogic Libraries (Contains the PLC without all the tools)

The packages have some parts that are redundant. The reason is that MBLogic is a complete platform
but many parts of this platform make sense to use as individual packets. As the HMIServer could
be used without the PLC and the mbtools can be used to test and troubleshoot any kind of modbus
devices. Since MBLogic is quite complex it is important to get an overview. If you have the chance, it
is therefore recommended to test out MBLogic or if you have some separate modbus hard or software
HMIServer .

It is written in python and makes use of twisted a python network framework, therefore emerge twisted
and emerge twisted-web.

MBLogic supports also SBus and Ether SBus from SAIA Burgess that is not covered in this document.

The MBLogic supports all the modbus data Objects as: Coils, Discrete Inputs, Holding Registers,
Input Registers.

MBLogic introduces also Alarms and Events. Alarm and Events are Modbus Coils that are handled
differently inside the MBLogic. They can be logged. Offset addresses have to be defined allowing
to start the alarm and events numbering from zero. However they can also overlap to existing coils.
Alarms and events can be grouped in to zones. Zones might overlap allowing alarms and events be
visible in different zones.

http://mblogic.sourceforge.net/index.html
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MBLogic Soft Logic
MBLogic is the PLC. Since MBLogic is python, it can easily be started. Go to the directory where it
is and type: ./mblogic.sh. After some start up messages not much happens in the console.

Open the HMI interface using a web browser to see what is alive http://localhost:8082/hmidemo.xhtml.

To get control of the PLC open an other link in a browser http://localhost:8080/MBStatusSystem.html.
There you can edit the program, monitor data and shut down the System (this is just the PLC application
and not your PC).

MBLogic has no direct support for local IO's. To connect local IO's to it you can either run a modbus
server on the same computer or make use of the MBLogics Generic client interfaces.

MBLogic makes use of config files that can be reloaded (except mbserver.config) with the HMI and
while the system is running:

mbserver.config

Holds system server configuration (the PLC, HMI, Help system) and client connection configuration
(where it gets data from as IO modbus devices). A client connection defines usually a modbus server
having a IP address (e.g. localhost). Every client connection holds connections, parameters and com-
mands:

&readdiscrete=function=2, remoteaddr=0, qty=1, memaddr=0100
&writecoil=   function=5, remoteaddr=0, qty=1, memaddr=0200

Please be aware that two tables are involved:

1. The PLC address table (Synonyms: memaddr, Softlogic Address, Data table address, MBLogic
table). In general when the term address is used, this address is meant.

Examples are: X1 for fist input and Y1 for first output.

2. The modbus table (Synonyms: Remote address, System Data table, modbus address ). The address-
es contain two fields, the first is the physical type that can be: Coil, Discrete Input, Holding Reg-
ister, Input Register. The second field is a number.

Examples are: coil 100, discrete input 100

If you do not have modbus devices that have physical IO's or if you do not have a modbus simulator,
then you can link back the modbus server of the MBLogic to the MBLogic modbus clients. This is
the loopback feature.

mblogic.config

Holds the name of the file containing the application program that has to run on the PLC (as plcprog.tx-
t). It also links the communication names (modbus addresses) to the PLC addresses. It also supports to
configure data that is saved non volatile (saved to hard disk during shutdown and restored on startup).

mbhmi.config

Everything the HMIServer can get and visualize in the Web browser is configured in the file mbh-
mi.config.

HMIServer
HMI server is the Human Machine Interface that can be accessed via a standard web browser. The
MBIServer can also be used as standalone package, to visualize any other modbus devices.

http://localhost:8082/hmidemo.xhtml
http://localhost:8080/MBStatusSystem.html
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The HMIServer has different subdirectories where the hmiserver subdirectory does not require any
customization. The hmipages directory contains a sample web content and needs to be customize to
fit your needs.

HMI Server Configuration

The HMIServer has two sides, a side to the user, the HMI and a side to the modbus devices. The
HMIServer supports Modbus/TCP and can communicate to modbus devices either as server (slave) or
as as client (master). On the user side it obviously acts as server only, since web browsers are clients.

The HMIServer is usually started via script as the hmidemobs.sh script. Looking at this script shows
that it could start one out of 4 possible hmiservers:

1. hmiservermbc.sh the modbus client

2. hmiservermbs.sh the modbus server

3. or the two SBus alternatives

When acting as modbus server (slave) just two parameters are required, since other modbus clients
will poll the server and need to care about the additional stuff:

1. HMIServer Port: -p 8082

2. Modbus/TCP Port: -r 502 (or 1502 for no root users, or for the demo 8600)

When acting as modbus client (master) more parameters must be passed:

1. HMI web server Port:-p 8082

2. Name or address of remote modbus server: -h localhost

3. Port number of remote modbus server: -r 502 (or 1502)

4. Unit ID to identify an unit inside the remote server: -u 1 (1 for the first or only unit)

5. Timeout in seconds, since the remote server might not be online -t 5.0

For the demo, the script also starts ../demosupport/demosim/demosimmb.py that simulates a ma-
chine. This is required to have a living demo with feedback to your inputs, usually this is not required
on a real applications. However this is also a good start to show how python code could be interfaced
to the HMIServer to expand the functionality. The script hmidemobs.sh is started in the console. To
have a gui for the hmiserver open http://localhost:8082/statussystem.html in a web browser.

Finally you like to see the customized web pages showing the machine, this is: http://local-
host:8082/hmidemo.xhtml

The interface to the modbus devices is done in the mbhmi.config file. It holds the definition of all the
modbus data that can be used. For a modbus Coil the entry looks as follows:

[PB1]
addrtype=coil
memaddr=0

[PB1] is a label and stands for Push Button 1, any other name can be set that represents the coil
function. The push button 1 in the HMI (Web page) will activate the modbus coil at address 0.

A Discrete Input looks as follows:

[PL1]
addrtype=discrete

http://localhost:8082/statussystem.html
http://localhost:8082/hmidemo.xhtml
http://localhost:8082/hmidemo.xhtml
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memaddr=0

The label [PL1] stands for Pilot Light 1, any other name can be set that represents the input.

Input and Holding Registers are defined in a similar matter, but have more parameters that deal how
the 16 bit value is interpreted.

[HR00]
addrtype=<holdingreg or inputreg>
memaddr=0
datatype=integer
range=-32768, 32767
scale=0, 1

The datatype integer should be used for modbus registers, other datatypes are available in MBLogic
for other purposes. Range checking is possible with the range parameter that defines the minimum
and maximum value. The scale parameter has two values, the first is the offset, the second the mul-
tiplication factor.

Web page customization

Everything for the HMI is in the hmipages subdirectory. All xhtml pages in this directory are recog-
nized. Reverse engineering and debugging the demo application is a good approach to get familiar
with this complex subject. After that, the documentation will be clearer.

Modify or customized the following pictures:

1. pagebackground.png the background picture

2. pagelogo.png a logo inside the web page

3. pageicon.png is the icon that the web browser uses. Since the web browser has cache it takes time
until an update has an effect.

In the xhtm page replace the main picture. The main picture is svg vector graphics. svg is pure XML
and this means it is text! So everything between <svg> and </svg> is the picture. The java scripts
inside the web page can modify it according the alive data.

To observe the secrets reverse engineer the main picture of the demo, by copy everything between the
<svg> and </svg> tags including the tags themselves into an empty svg file with the inkscape header:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?>

This is best done using a XMLeditor.

Then open it using inkscape. Select now the buttons and lights. Go to object property and you will see
their ID tags with their ID values (=names). This has to match to the mbhmi.config file.

It is recommended to read the MBLogic Inkscape guide to understand how the svg has to be drawn
and prepared.

The clientconfigdata.js needs to be adapted. If the HMIServer has to act as modbus client it has to poll
the modbus server. Therefore the following line must contain the discrete inputs and input registers to
be read. Adding coils and holding registers to the list makes that they are read back:

MBT_ReadList = ["<modbus obj1>", "<modbus obj2>" ];

To have a Pilot light controlled you need to know its ID and add some javascript code to the xhtml
page inside the <script> section. The first line updates the javascript variable, the second makes it
visible. After reset it will be black, but then it changes to red or green. Note that a pilot light needs to
be connected to a modbus servers discrete input and not to a coil.
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var <Name of PilotLight> = new MB_PilotLight(document, 
"<Name of PilotLight>", "black", "green", "red");
MBHMIProtocol.AddToDisplayList(<Name of PilotLight>, 
"<Name of PilotLight>", "read");

It gets interesting when you click in the object property window on interactivity, you will see what
script code is executed when the mouse clicks and moves to the object. Be aware some objects seem to
have no interactivity, however their interactivity is hidden, since the object as Push Button is a grouped
object that contains multiple objects. If you ungroup it, or better double click on them, you can select
its child objects, where you find interactivity properties. Simple Pilot Lights have no interactivity at
all, since the user can not change anything on them. You can observe this in detail if you open the
svg file in a xml editor.

Push buttons need nothing in the <script> section. Everything is done entirely by the interactivity
parameters in the svg drawing. Push buttons can act differently, they can be instantaneous this means
as long as you press they are on if you release they are off or they can be toggle switches, if you
click they are on if you click again they are off. For toggle switches the user needs to know if they
are on or off. To indicate this Pilot lights can be used that store the status of the toggle switch and
show it to the user.

Interactivity parameters for an instantaneous switch:

id="<some sub id inside the PB object>"
onmouseup="MBHMIProtocol.WriteImmediate('<PB obj>',0);"
onmousedown="MBHMIProtocol.WriteImmediate('<PB obj>',1);"
class="buttonactivate">

Interactivity parameters for a toggle switch:

id="<some sub id inside the PB object>"
onclick="MBHMIProtocol.WriteToggleImmediate('<PB obj>',
 '<pilot light obj>');"
class="buttonactivate">

For this purpose the pilot light object must be in the MBT_ReadList as well as in the mbhmi.config
file, this means it must be an modbus object and when the HMIServer acts as modbus client, then the
modbus server must actively set the pilot light object.

An alternative with no direct feedback involved uses the same push button object instead of the pilot
light. In this case the push button object must be in the MBT_ReadList and will be polled by the
modbus. Since the server gets the status of this push button it can send back a response to a dedicated
pilot light.

MBProbe
MBProbe is a TCP/IP modbus client that comes with mbtools. It is a good application to develop and
test modbus nodes and modbus servers.

To start it go to the directory where it is and ./mbprobe.py. This will probably fail since the default
values will not find anything, to get more specific add parameters as: ./mbprobe.py -p 8680 -h local-
host -r 1502 -c y -a y that connects to the local host on the modbus port 1502 (no root port) and it
connects on start up and reconnects automatically when connection is lost.

Again, not much can be seen in the console so open the link http://localhost:8680/readdata.html in
a web browser and you can read and write to the modbus server (slave). This allows also to set and
modify the parameters as a connect and disconnect.

http://localhost:8680/readdata.html
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Chapter 4. Interface
Serial port

There are different names for the serial port of a PC. On the IBM PC they are simply called COM.
In the UNIX/Linux world tty (TeleTypewriter) From the electronic point of view they are RS232
connections making use of an UART (Universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter). Nowadays a Sub
D 9pin male connector on the PC has become the standard:

Pin Name Dir

1 DCD in Data Carrier Detect

2 RXD in Receive Data

3 TXD out Transmit Data

4 DTR out Data Terminal Ready

5 Ground

6 DSR in Data Set Ready

7 RTS out Request To Send

8 CTS in Clear To Send

9 RI in Ring Indicator ()

Connecting two computers having Sub D 9pin male connectors requires a cross cable (aka Null Mo-
dem) so inputs will go to outputs and outputs to inputs. Obviously RX will be connected to TX and
Ground to Ground. RTS is connected to CTS. DTR is connected to the two remaining inputs DSR
and DCD. RI is left un-connected.

Working with serial ports
There are two programs to do settings with the ports setserial and stty.

stty -a shows the settings in human readable form and

stty -g in computer readable form, what comes out with it can be used to store cur-
rent setting and to restore it later. Either what is coming out can be stored in a
file or simply passed on command line that can then look as stty -F /dev/ttyUSB0
1:4:da7:a30:3:1c:7f:15:4:10:0:0:11:13:1a:0:12:f:17:16:0:0:0:0:0:0:0:0:0:0:0:0:0:0:0:0

setserial uses a config file /etc/serial.conf.

For the more heavy stuff setserial is used and for the simple things stty

Serial ports have been designed for speeds up to 115200 baud. when exceed ing this baudrate e.g. as
setting something for 250000 baud Linux might refuse this.

setserial -a /dev/ttyUSB0

/dev/ttyUSB0, Line 0, UART: unknown, Port: 0x0000, IRQ: 0 Baud_base:
24000000, close_delay: 0, divisor: 0 closing_wait: infinte Flags:
spd_hi low_latency

Shows that the uart (FTDI chip on USB) has a baudbase frequency of 24MHz.

setserial -a /dev/ttyUSB0 spd_cust

Now it is set for custom speed, verify it setserial -a /dev/ttyUSB0
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/dev/ttyUSB0, Line 0, UART: unknown, Port: 0x0000, IRQ: 0 Baud_base:
24000000, close_delay: 0, divisor: 0 closing_wait: infinte Flags:
spd_cust low_latency

Calculate the divisor for the as example for the target 250000 baud

divisor= 24MHz / 250000 = 96

then set it and verify setserial -a /dev/ttyUSB0 divisor 96

setserial -a /dev/ttyUSB0 /dev/ttyUSB0, Line 0, UART: unknown, Port: 0x0000,
IRQ: 0 Baud_base: 24000000, close_delay: 0, divisor: 96 closing_wait:
infinte Flags: spd_cust low_latency

This gets a bit ugly, you need to activate it but stty gets confused and must be made happy by passing
a fake baudrate

stty -F /dev/ttyUSB0 38400 stty: /dev/ttyUSB0: unable to perform all re-
quested operations finally test it

stty -F /dev/ttyUSB0

Terminal programs
The user should be in the uucp group to have access to the serial port hardware.

/dev/ttyS0 corresponds to Com1

minicom is the classic RS232 Terminal program that runs in a console. It can be used to connect serial
devices. It has an historic user interface and using the default settings, it tries to connect to a modem
and dials telephone numbers. It will therefore fail on any other devices that are no modems.

Ctrl + A to get the status line, then Z will bring up help screen

Type minicom -s to go directly into setup (useful when you have done previously wrong settings).

To have minicom working on something else than a modem, go to menu item "cOnfigure Minicom"
then "Modem and dialing" and delete the "Init string" and "Reset string". After that it works as ex-
pected.

"cOnfigure Minicom" hold also the "Serial Port setup"

Simple alternatives is using example programs that come with pyserial as the console program
miniterm.py or see https://pyserial.readthedocs.io/en/latest/examples.html. Obviously pyserial must
be installed to have it running.

Note

pyserial comes also with other useful programs as the gui program wxterminal.py, tcp_seri-
al_redirect.py, rfc2217_server.py and port_publisher.py that allow controlling serial links
on remote computers. Some of those example programs might not be installed when installing
pyserial. On Gentoo the examples useflag must be set. Having the examples installed does
not mean that the run, since they might not have executable permission. On Gentoo wx does
not support python3 so the magic line of wyterminal.py might have to be changed to

#!/usr/bin/python2

Alternatives:

moserial is gui canonical (line) based. A line need to be entered and can then be sent to the serial link.

https://pyserial.readthedocs.io/en/latest/examples.html
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picocom is a console program (Ctrl+a, Crtl+h) for help

Troubleshooting serial links
It is always a hassle when there is a problem with RS232. Do I have a SW problem? Do I have a cable
problem? Is the problem on my local side or the other? Is the driver loaded in the kernel? Has an other
program already used it? Has just root permission?

To find out:

1. Start gtkterm and configure the port

2. Make a jumper from pin 3 to pin 2 on the sub D 9pol connector. Or better make a plug for that.

3. Type a character and it echoes back, remove jumper and it does not work. Proof it is not a local
echo, the characters went through the cable!

If this does not help there might be a hardware problem. Unfortunately there are many hardware hacks.

1. The RS232 requires a voltage swing of greater than ±3V and smaller than 12V. This means a
negative voltage and a large positive voltage needs to by available by the peripheral device. Simple
devices having just a battery have just one single voltage and maybe even to small for creating even
a nice positive voltage level. It is possible to create the correct voltages out of a single voltage,
but this adds additional cost to peripheral devices: Even chips as the MAX232 might be to costly.
Therefore often such devices make use of a hack. They abuse the DTR (pin 4) and the RTS (pin
7) handshake lines as additional (or as the one and only) power supply. This causes the software
to initialize those pins correctly to have the device functioning. As example: Simple multi-meters
require DTR to have a high and RTS to have a low voltage level on its pins.

2. Even more radical devices as the simples form of the serial LIRC receiver speculate that an open
serial input is considered to have a low level (negative voltage) and therefore produce just the
positive level.

Since nobody is proud of those hacks, they are usually bad or not at all documented.The result is bad
communication with occasionally data loss or no communication at all.

In a professional environment is a must to respect the RS232 specification and have proper signals.

An other issue is that /dev/ttyS0 belongs to the user root and the uucp group. You are not root
so you need to modify /etc/group to put your name to the uucp group. If the uucp group does
not exist, you have to add it, however don't do that manually since you probably do not know the
number that corresponds to the uucp group. Make a dummy emerge -1 gnokii to have the group in
/etc/group created.

USB to RS232 serial controller
Nowadays RS232 ports disappear from PCs, Laptops and the one present are probably already used.
Luckily there are USB to RS232 converter cables:

1. Fist you need to make a kernel that supports your USB serial converter (e.g Prolific Technologies)

2. Start udevadm monitor --env

3. Plug it in and check in what udevadm puts on the console:

DEVNAME=/dev/ttyUSB0

1. Check also what is been reported by usbview
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2. Scan trough /dev and notice /dev/ttyUSB0 appears and disappears (udevadm monitor does not
point straight to this location).

3. Start minicom, gtkterm or komport and configure to /dev/ttyUSB0 (no HW handshake)

4. Test it as described in: Troubleshooting serial links

Programming serial links
To program serial links in c, the termios high level interface should be used. The header file can be
found at /usr/include/bits/termios.h.

If some hacked hardware is being used that needs special handling on the control lines, then termios
might not be the way to go, since it is written to use the serial link the clean way. Direct hardware
access to the UART chip is then the way to go. The definitions of the chip can be found at /usr/in-
clude/linux/serial_reg.h. However accessing the hardware directly is normally just avail-
able for the kernel, so your code should end up in a device driver.

To get access to the hardware on a root level and not as device driver, the function ioperm needs to be
called to get the permission. It checks if this hardware is not occupied by some other program. When
programming a device driver modprobe<device driver> would do the same check. To access
the hardware afterwards, the functions as inb and outb can be used to write to the chip. Those functions
are usually used in kernel module programming. For details see /usr/include/sys/io.h.

Note

You need to set the option -O or -O2 to have the functions inb, outb successfully available,
since they are inline makros.

If you want to call this code not as device driver and not as root, you have to get the file the root
ownership and you have to set the set user ID flag (s):

chown root:root<my code>

chmod a+s<my code>

This way a user can call this program, but the program will not run under the users ownership, it will
use its own ownership that are set as root.

Programming the serial link under python is possible after emerge pyserial. Different example code
and the terminal program  miniterm come with it.

miniterm is a single python file with around 500 lines of code. It is a good start to write your own
code, just delete everything not necessary and then add your own functionality. However you need
certain python skills, since miniterm makes use of multi-threading, object oriented programming,
termios for the console and optparse for the command line arguments. So if you handle this exercises
successfully you can call yourself a python programmer.

Connection to a remote serial link
ser2net allows a remote computer to use a IP port of an other computer to connect its serial link.
man ser2net shows the documentation. ser2net is a daemon that has its config file at /etc/
ser2net.conf that can have an entry as

3333:raw:0:/dev/ttyS0:115200,8DATABITS,NONE,1STOPBIT

This means the server having the serial port and the daemon wait on port 3333 for an income request.
They use then the raw mode to pass everything to the serial link. 0 means there is no time out so the
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connection stays until a power down. an other value would terminate the connection when not traffic
for the number of seconds given appears. The rest is self explanatory.

Now a program as telnet need to be used to connect to the remote machines port and than everything
is passed to the serial link.

Alternatively the program socat can be used to create a virtual serial link /dev file. When accessing
this file then /dev on the remote computer is accessed instead.

The ser2net daemon can be started via init script or systemd

Links are http://techtinkering.com/2013/04/02/connecting-to-a-remote-serial-port-over-tcpip/ https://
sourceforge.net/projects/ser2net/

I2C
I2C is a two wire bus developed by Phillips originally for the inside of a TV. It is low performance,
low distances but simple and very cheap. This has been discovered by the PC industry and got used
to hold plug and play info, read temperature and so on. I2C has a master host interface and various
sensors. On the motherboard there can be more than one host, resulting in having more than one bus.
Usually the host is the master and the other devices are slaves, however be aware, also slave devices
can act as masters.

SMbus (System Management bus) is derived from the I2C bus with additional specifications and rules
for PC applications.

External I2C adapters

Parallel port I2C adapter

For the hardware hackers, the parallel port can be used as I2C host. So you can extend the I2C bus
so it leaves the PC. Build a kernel to:

modprobe i2c-parport type=3

for the ELV adapter. The ELV adapter is the only well documented and identified adapter in /
usr/src/linux/Documentation/i2c/busses/i2c-parport. Check dmesg if the dri-
ver could grant access to the parallel port.

You might have a conflict with the driver lp for the printer, so compile the kernel with lp as module.
This driver is poor on the hardware side but supports all modes as i2cdetect -F<adapter no>
shows.

USB I2C Adapter

To not risk a conflict with the parallel port check the simple USB adapter http://www.harbaum.org/till/
i2c_tiny_usb/index.shtml.

Note

Be aware it is just a USB 1 device so it will not run on USB 2.0

Load its driver by

modprobe i2c-tiny-usb comes with the Linux sources and gets compiled when CON-
FIG_I2C_TINY_USB is set. cat /usr/src/linux/.config | grep TINY shows if you have it.  i2cdetect
-l should show it including its I2C bus number i2c-4 i2c i2c-tiny-usb at bus 001
device 013 I2C adapter. On this example it is I2C bus number 4 attached to USB bus number
1 where it is device number 13.

http://techtinkering.com/2013/04/02/connecting-to-a-remote-serial-port-over-tcpip/
https://sourceforge.net/projects/ser2net/
https://sourceforge.net/projects/ser2net/
http://www.harbaum.org/till/i2c_tiny_usb/index.shtml
http://www.harbaum.org/till/i2c_tiny_usb/index.shtml
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Unfortunately this driver does not support all functions as i2cdetect -F<adapter no> shows.

VGA connector I2C Adapter

An even more easy way is using a spare VGA (or monitor) socket of your PC. On a analog VGA
connector Pin 10 is ground, pin 12 SDA and pin 15 SCL. To get power the +5V from pin 9 can be
used carefully as long not too much current is requested.

Note

Too high current or a short to ground might damage something on the motherboard. A Acer
Aspire One note book motherboard has a small SMD diode in the range of 100mA that sup-
plies the required 5V. Larger current will blow this diode.

The graphic cards i2c driver as modprobe i2c-nforce2 or modprobe i2c-i801 can then be used.

Access rights of I2C host adapters

The system should be configured in a way that just root has access to the i2c adapters, since most of
them are used for the system and as mentioned i2c is not plug and play so i2c chips could be confused
and this even permanently. However if you build an external i2c adapter with some sensor chips it
is highly recommended not running as your application as root. The way out is writing a udev rule
/etc/udev/rules.d/10-local.rules as for the i2c-tiny-usb adapter. The rule allows the
uucp group that is also used for serial connections to access this i2c adapter:

SUBSYSTEMS=="usb", ATTRS{product}=="i2c-tiny-usb", GROUP="uucp"

A way to find the i2c-tiny-usb is trying to open sequentially all /dev/i2c-* until the desired chip
attached to the i2c-tiny-usb host adapter is found. The software doing this should distinguish between
having access to the i2c adapter or if open fails due to not existing host adapter.

Observing an external LM75 chip

Using the dev interface

The LM75 is a temperature sensor chip using the dev-interface the chip data sheet must be known.
The access works then using the i2c calls.

To see how many i2c bus master you have

i2cdetect -l

The i2c tiny adapter has been detected as i2c bus number 0.

i2c-0 i2c i2c-tiny-usb at bus 004 device 003 I2C adapter

Check what is attached to i2c bus number 0 by scanning through the addresses

i2cdetect 0

Check if something is found. If UU appears the device might be there but busy, so unload the driver
(e.g rmmod lm75) and redo the scanning. Under 0x47 a chip is found. The address of the LM75 chip
can be 0x48 for the fist chip (chip no 1) to 0x4f for the last chip (chip no 8). If all address pins of the
chip are wired to Vcc the address is 0x4f. Check the registers of the device found

i2cdump 0 0x4f

A device can have 256 registers that are selected by the 8 bit wide pointer register.
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Knowing that is a LM75 chip and looking at its data sheet, shows the chip has in its 8bit wide pointer
register just 3 bits implemented. This explains why the bytes read by i2cdump 0 0x4f repeat every
8Bytes.

Instead of dumping everything individual registers can be read:

i2cget<bus> <chip> <register>

The temperature is inside register 0x00

i2cget 0 0x4f 0x00

When sure what to do, avoid the question and confirmation

i2cget -y 0 0x4f 0x00

Just 8 bits are read, but the temperature register contains 16 bit. Therefore the i2cget program needs
to be called as follows:

i2cget -y 0 0x4f 0x00 w

0x801c

or using Packet Error Checking (PEC) check if it is supported by your adapter i2cdetect -F 0

i2cget -y 0 0x4f 0x00 w p

hold the finger on the chip to heat it up and you get

0x8025

Or to have it hands-free

watch i2cget -y 0 0x4f 0x00 w

Just the upper 9 bits contain the two's complement temperature where the least significant bit represents
a step of 0.5°C and when set, the most significant indicates below 0°C. The i2cget puts low byte first.
It is actually better to read just 8 bits since the result is exactly the temperature in °C (but hex)

The chip has other registers to control a temperature alarm output. Those registers can be read. The
alarm off register:

i2cget -y 0 0x4f 0x02 w

0x004b

= 75°C = 0x4b and the default value after reset

The alarm on register:

i2cget -y 0 0x4f 0x03 w

0x0050

= 80°C 0 0x50 and the default value after reset

Using a kernel device driver

There is the kernel device driver lm75 documented /usr/src/linux-*-gentoo/Documen-
tation/hwmon/lm75.txt that creates the interface. modprobe lm75 and lsmod and to see where
it appears in /sys do tree /sys/bus/i2c/ or more direct tree /sys/module/lm75 this is the driver and
not the chip. To access the chip the bus number used on the adapter as found with i2cdetect -l (in the
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example 10) and chip address as found with i2cdetect 10 (in the example 4f) need to be known. To
see the temperature in m°C

cat /sys/module/lm75/drivers/i2c\:lm75/10-004f/temp1_input

The max temperature register can be set as

echo 60000 > /sys/module/lm75/drivers/i2c\:lm75/10-004f/temp1_max

MLX90614 Infra Red Thermometer
The MLX90614 chip from Melexis is a Infra Red Thermometer in TO-39 case with 4 pins that can
be directly connected to an external i2c bus.

Check what i2c buses you have i2cdetect -l

Check if the chip is there under its default address 0x5a i2cdetect <bus number>

Other chips having the same i2c address might be there. To be sure this is not the case a the internal
EEPROM where the bus address is configured can be read (writing to this address is also possible to
program a chips with different addresses to be used on the same i2c bus) i2cget -y <bus number>
0x5a 0x2e. If the response is 0x5a then the chances are high that the chip has been found and is
identified. In the datasheet the address for this i2c is on address 0x0e and not 0x2e, this is correct since
the chip has a RAM inside starting at address 0x00 and the EEPROM has an offset of 0x20.

Operating the chip gets easy i2cget -y <bus number> 0x5a 0x06 gets the hex value for the ambient
temperature and i2cget -y <bus number> 0x5a 0x07 gets the hex value for the object temperature,
this is the infrared radiation passing through the chips window. To get the temperatures in Kelvin those
two hex values need to be multiplied with 0.02K. 273.15 need then to be subtracted to get °C. The
sensor is able to measure temperatures from -70.01°C to + 382.19°C with a resolution of 0.02°C.

Observing a memory chip
The 256Byte 24LC02 contains also pins that look as to set the I2C bus address, but those pins are fake
and internally not connected. Other devices as the 24C01and the 24C02 use all those pins, the 24C04
uses just the upper two, the and 24C08 just the upper most and finally the 24C16 uses none of them.
The device can be addressed using the range 0x50..05f. To read from the device the internal address
counter has to be set. This is done by a write without data. (If possible wire the WP pin high to have
the chip write protected, so accidentally writes to not damage the data inside). After that it can be read
from the device, and with every read the address counters increases and the next byte appears.

First check witch of the many i2c buses that you have has the memory chip attached:

i2cdetect -l

Note

i2cset and i2cget are not suited to read from the memory device since they assume that there
is a pointer register, however memory devices use an pointer register free way of accessing
them.

Memory devices can be read more direct and faster. However this require a different behavior and
bring also danger, in case i2c sensor software accidentally write to a eeprom. The program eeprog
from http://www.codesink.org/eeprog.html can be used to read and write i2c devices.

eeprog -xf /dev/i2c-0 0x50 -r 0:256

and to write, as example what data returns goes into the device at address 0.

date | eeprog -f /dev/i2c-0 0x50 -w 0

http://www.codesink.org/eeprog.html
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The package i2c-tools from version 3.1.0 comes also with tools to program eeproms

I2c bit banging
Some small SMD I2C memory devices come in a 5pin package and illustrating therefore how simple
and cheap a I2C interface is. Data transfer is done using a data line SDA and a clock line SCL.

Getting even rid of the SCL would be possible, but would increase complexity of the timing that would
probably end up with a crystal oscillator or a PLL with preamble and this might even cause more than
one additional pin.

To avoid bus contention when two devices want to drive the two lines SDA and SCL (I2C allows more
than one bus master) the devices can just sink current and the sourcing of the high level is done using
pull up resistors. Watch out I2C might use different voltages 3V or 5V.

Bit transfer

To transmit a single bit on the SDA line i2c uses the following definitions:

1. When SCL is high SDA is stable and can be read.

2. When SCL is low SDA can change.

Start, Stop condition

To transmit single bits is not enough, a framing is required to tell when a Byte begins and it even has
to tell when a frame (combination of many Byte transfers) terminates.

The framing is done by violating the regular bit transfer rules, where SDA is not allowed to change
when SCL is high. Therefore the following conditions are possible:

1. Changing SDA to low when SCL is high resulting as start

2. Changing SDA to high when SCL is high resulting as stop

This results that the idle bus has both lines high (SDA and SCL). An un-powered bus has therefore
both lines low.

Byte transfer

From the idle condition with both signals high, the i2c master sets the SDA line to low and indicates
that a transfer continuous. Now SCL goes low and the master can put the first data bit (most significant)
on the bus and continuously transmit the bits. After the last bit has been transferred SCL goes low and
the device having received the data has to acknowledge the transfer by putting a zero to SDA.

When the receiving node does not acknowledge the byte transfer, the SDA line stays high. After rising
SCL, no stop condition can occur since the SDA line is already high. Therefore the master has to react,
it can generate either a stop condition (violating the rule that data must be stable while clock is high)
to abort the transfer, or a repeated start condition to start a new transfer.

Clock stretching

Slaves can slow down the master by additionally pulling down the SCL, after a low SCL is detected.

Timeout

It can happen, that communication stops in the middle of a transfer. To not block the bus forever,
after a timeout a master can re-initiate the communication. This puts some minimum clock speed to
the devices.
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Bus arbitration

Since I2C allows more than one master on the bus and both lines have pull up resistor, it may happen
that when a master want to put 1 on the bus, a 0 remains, since some other devices are active. This
can be other masters, but also slaves can slow down the clock signals like that. Therefore a master
must read back what he has sent.

Data transfer

Since I2C is a multi device bidirectional bus frames containing multiple Bytes are necessary.

Frames start with a start condition and stop with a stop condition, therefore between start and stop
condition multiple bytes can be sent.

Addressing is necessary to select the destination devices. The most significant 7bits of first byte put
on the bus indicate therefore the address of the chip. The last significant bit indicates:

1. When zero a write access

2. When one a read access

This limits the i2c to maximum 127 devices.

Usually the address is fixed assigned to the chip, but to allow more than one chip of the same type to be
used on the same i2C bus, some lower address bits are often fed to pins to add an offset to the address.

Obviously every bus device needs it own address. The http://www.smbus.org/ defines how those ad-
dresses have to be used and Phillips the inventor of I2C has also such a list.

There is even a address resolution protocol defined when addressing gets complicated.

Send and Receive bits

This is straight forward, after the address the second byte holds the data. Depending on the read/write
bit in the first byte the master provides it and makes a write or it comes from the slave to be read
by the master. Basically the read write bit says who has to put the data to the bus. Write means the
master read means the slave.

Write/Read byte/word

Write/Read byte is not the same as Send/Receive bits.

Send/Receive bits goes to or comes from the device, but usually a device is not just a pipe where bits
can be stuffed in or taken from.

The write/read byte has therefore as second byte a command code, and the third byte is the data. The
write/read word command has a forth byte containing the high byte of the word.

Process call

Often something is sent to a device and then a response is requested. The process call combines a write
word command with a read word command less version and without a stop condition between them.
The slave address is sent twice but the command just once.

Block read/write

When more than a word needs to be written, the third bytes holds the number of bytes, and then the
data bytes follow. However the block read sequence is different. After the command code and other
start bit is set followed by the slave address and then the count byte and data.

http://www.smbus.org/
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Block write-block read process call

Similar to the process call, this transfer deals with blocks.

SMBus host notify protocol

I2C frames usually hold just the destination address, but in some cases also the source address is
required, so the receiving device knows who wants something from him.

Therefore the first byte holds the SMBus host address and a write bit. The second is the master address
followed by two data bytes holding a 16 bit status. Whit this message SMBus devices can become
masters and the SMBus host acts as slave.

Packet Error Code (PEC)

Optionally a Packet Error Code (PEC) Byte can be put at the end of a frame. It is a CRC-8 checksum
calculated on all the message bytes (including addresses and

read/write bits) and sent by the device that has sent the byte before the PEC byte.

CAN

CAN Hardware
There are CAN (Controller Area Network) high speed and can low speed transceivers that have dif-
ferent bus levels.

Logical 1 or recessive is quite different. On high speed transceivers 2.5V toward ground for both data
lines. Low speed transceiver have CAN_L 5V and CAN_H 0V.

Logical 0 or dominant is CAN_H 3.5V and CAN_L 1.4V for high speed and it is similar for low speed
CAN_H 3.6V and CAN_L 1.4V

The transceiver hardware has therefore a well defined behavior when a collision occurs, dominant
level 0 bits overwrite recessive level 1 bits.

There is a lot of uncertainties about the ground connection between the CAN nodes. If the nodes are
not galvanic isolated, then a shielded cable can produce the opposite effect as intended, since the
shield can serve as power wire carrying noisy currents. In case of the galvanic isolated nodes, every
transceiver has its isolated Gnd. Again uncertainties what to do with all those isolated transceiver
grounds exist. Some application show that they are all connected to a common isolated ground wire.
This is not necessary and might even have negative effects regarding EMC. The CAN bus is designed
in a way that all CAN transceiver ground pins have nearly the same potential even when not directly
connected. For a high speed recessive or idle CAN bus all Gnd pins are 2.5V lower than the signal
lines and VCC is 2.5V higher than the signal lines.

Having the can bus completely be floating might give the effect that it could be statically charged up
to a level where sparks could damage something. Putting high resistors towards ground, ground it in
a single point or create well defined spark gaps are therefore recommended solutions.

CAN frames
Can messages have an identifier (11bit or 29bit) that basically identifies the message content and it
is not a source destination node address (however some proprietary upper layer protocols might use
it for this). Those identifiers must be unique in the network. In idle condition the bus is recessive.
More than one CAN node might try to send out messages and a collision could occur. The message
starts with the dominant SOF (Start Of Frame) bit followed by the unique identifiers. When more
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than on node send out a frame the dominant bits will overwrite the recessive ones collisions can be
detected by a node sending a recessive bit that gets overwritten by a dominant bit and this will make
this node to stop transmitting. This mechanism gives priority to the CAN identifiers. After the RTR
bit the arbitrary phase is over and since CAN ID must be unique no collision will occur, one node
sends out all others receive.

When sequentially 5 bits (including stuffing bits) with the same level are transmitted, bit stuffing
takes place and inserts a bit with the opposite level. This helps synchronizing bit timing of sender
and receiver.

The data frame is used to send up to 8 bytes of data. The remote frame is used to request data. The
requested data will then be sent via a responding data frame. CAN controller with object storage do
this quasi in hardware. More simple CAN controllers require the application SW to do it.

The receiver are not just passive and read the frame they are also interactive and have to overwrite the
recessive ACK-slot bit with a dominant 0 in case the have received a frame with correct check sum.
In case they see something wrong with the frame they can over write the recessive ACK-delimiter bit.
A single CAN node can not communicate trouble free onto a cable since a receiver that acknowledges
its frame is missing.

At the end of a positively received frame a recessive idle period is required. The 6 bit EOF (End Of
Frame) and the 3 bit ITM form this.

In case a node detects and error it immediately sends out an error frame (The error frame is not really a
frame, since it never exists on its own and has no CAN ID). It is a sequence that overwrites an running
frame. The receiver or sender that initiates the error frame sends 6 dominant bits the error flag and
therefore violets the stuffing bit role and dominates the signal on the bus. All other nodes detect the
stuffing error and send again a 6 dominant bit error flag. After that the nodes send 8 recessive bits the
error delimiter. After that ITM (Intermission) follows and then new attempt to transmit can start.

Since every node can send out error frame it could happen that a not important broken node could
mark correct frames (not even used for itself) as faulty and therefore block the complete CAN bus. To
avoid this a error counter mechanism is introduced. When error occur it is incremented when CAN
frames are transmitted error free it is decremented. If those error counters are low, then the nodes is in
Error Active status and sends out error flags. It the counter gets too high then the go in Error Passive
status and do no more send error flags with dominant bits. When the error counter even goes extremely
high then they go in Bus Off status and get removed from the bus where counter decrement is blocked.
Just hardware reset or application SW intervention to the CAN controller will change the state.

The enhancement CAN FD will support up to 64Byte data. A CAN FD frame will no more have a
constant baudrate. The baudrate of the transmission phase (DLC, data, CRC) can be increased up to
15Mbaud.

The kernel needs a device driver this can either be selected in the kernel sources under Networking
Support -> Can bus networking support or when not available in the kernel source via http://www.can-
wiki.info/can4linux/man/index.html. There is also a virtual driver in case the PC does not have a CAN
hardware.

For a self made CAN interface description: http://cryptomys.de/horo/CAN200/ and its driver http://
canbus4linux.sourceforge.net/.

There is also the SLCAN protocol http://www.can232.com/docs/can232_v2.pdf that can be used over
a serial connection. There is support for it in the kernel sources. This way a USB to serial converter
can be connected to the PC and on the other side a microcontroller that converts it to CAN. The driver
is called slcan and must be connected to a tty port using slcan_attach

Socket CAN is an abstraction layer (coming from Volkswagen) that allows to communicated to a CAN
network. It is well supported by Linux https://www.kernel.org/doc/Documentation/networking/can.txt
or in your sources /usr/src/linux/Documentation/networking/can.txt. It is sup-
ported in python3 under the socket family name AF_CAN. See https://docs.python.org/3/library/sock-

http://www.can-wiki.info/can4linux/man/index.html
http://www.can-wiki.info/can4linux/man/index.html
http://cryptomys.de/horo/CAN200/
http://canbus4linux.sourceforge.net/
http://canbus4linux.sourceforge.net/
http://www.can232.com/docs/can232_v2.pdf
https://www.kernel.org/doc/Documentation/networking/can.txt
https://docs.python.org/3/library/socket.html?highlight=can
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et.html?highlight=can. Since it is a socket interface commands similar that the ones for Ethernet apply
as ifconfig can0 up to bring it up or ip link set can0 up type can bitrate 125000 to change the bitrate
to 125k. It has some command line tools as candump can0 to receive cansend can0 500#1E.10.10
to send 3 hex Byres using identifier 500 and cansend can0 500#R request data.

CANopen
When the network gets bigger, the CAN development task can be split in node design and networking
design. Often a network designer does not want to bother about node details, he likes to just take
existing nodes and integrate them into the network. The big task of the network design is selecting the
identifiers an data to be exchanged. In proprietary CAN this might be fix, but it often grows and then
some hacks need to be done so the new things fit.

It is therefore desirable to have something that allows assigning identifiers and selecting data flexible.
CANopen exactly allows this. CANopen specifies a set of identifiers to be used to configure the net-
work. When the network is configured the remaining identifiers are used to exchange the data among
the nodes without a user could identify them as CANopen messages (except that he would see that
some reserved identifiers are not used and some typical CANopen messages might appear, as the boot-
up messages and the sync messages).

Unfortunately the CANopen specifications use a bit strange vocabulary, is heavily abstract and the-
oretical and often the vocabulary is not consistent. As examples too many things in CANopen are
called Object, except Objects are called Profiles. Draft Standards are not draft standards as known
form CEN, ISO they are the published standards. So many designers get highly confused and give up
and start designing their own proprietary CAN implementation.

To send out messages used for the applications PDO (Process Data Objects) are used. Those PDO's
produce CAN messages that look like raw CAN messages, there is an Identifier that identifies the
message and nothing else and in the data there is data that can be of any kind as a bit field or a complete
data-structure as long as it fits into the 8Byte limitation of CAN.

When designing a network it has to be decided what data goes from a source node to a destination
node (or nodes).

The first thing is deciding of a CAN identifier that does not conflict with other used CAN identifiers.
In CANopen this can be any number so a number that reflects the desired priority on the CAN bus
can be selected (low numbers have high priority). Once chosen, the CAN identifier (plus communi-
cation parameters) will be stored as PDO Communication parameters on both nodes the receiver and
transmitter.

The second thing is looking what data has to be transmitted. The data available can be found in the
Object Directory (OD) that is something as the CANopen node internal database. Data in the OD can
be addressed by an index and a subindex. The PDO Mapping parameters will hold the sequence of
data that is packed into the CAN message. It holds therefore index subindex information of all the
data to be transmitted. This has to be done on the transmitting node and all the receiving nodes. The
PDO Mapping parameters will be different on receiving and transmitting nodes, since the transmitting
node will probably send its status of its physical attached inputs and the receiving node will probably
map this to its physically attached outputs.

Complex CANopen nodes contain many PDOs and full flexibility. Simple CAN nodes may have just
a single PDO.

There are different ways to send out the CAN messages as asynchronous or triggers by a dedicated syc
CAN message. This is configured via PDO Communication parameters and its details can be found
in the CANopen spec.

Again all the data including PDO Communication and Mapping parameters can be found in the Object
Directory (OD). To configure the network read and write access over the CAN bus to the nodes OD is
required. This is done via Service Data Objects (SDO). SDO's allow via request response mechanism

https://docs.python.org/3/library/socket.html?highlight=can
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to read and write to the OD. Since they need to transmit what to do the occupy some of the 8 Bytes
in the CAN message. In a simple SDO access to the OD just 4 Bytes can be transmitted. Since often
more Bytes needs to be transmitted (it is possible do download a nodes firmware via CANopen) SDO
use segmentation to transmit the desired data into little chunks and produce therefore many CAN
messages until the data is transmitted.

If a CANopen network gets powered it can not be assured that it is ready to go. Many CANopen nodes
might start with the PDO's using the predefined configuration set. This set makes use of a node ID
that might come from a 7bit DIP switch allowing to give the nodes unique ID's between 1 and 127 (0
is reserved for broadcast). The node ID is used in the identifiers and to have no conflict plus to not
cause any accidental connection between a transmitting and receiving node.

Some PDO configuration might be required to have the nodes exchanging data among each others
(slave to slave communication). Therefore CANopen nodes go after sending a boot message to a Pre-
Operational state. A CANopen network-manager has then the chance to do the missing configuration
and then change them in operational state.

Some networks might have a quite dominant master (e.g. a PC or PLC) and do not want slave to slave
communication. Those networks might work directly with the CAN ids defined by the predefined
configuration set. So no configurations of the nodes might be required and the network manager could
put them directly into operational state.

The CANopen device internal SW will have a CANopen stack contains a driver to the CAN controller,
the Object Directory and SW routines as for SDO, PDO and network management.

There is obviously also an application SW running on the CAN open device the reacts to the arriving
PDO data and produces PDO data when some events in the node occur (as signal change on a physical
input).

It is a demand to standardize behavior of such applications, so as example an CANopen IO converter
can be selected from different manufacturers or a 24Vdc IO device behaves as a 230Vac IO device.

CANopen has therefore created profiles. A profile defines where the application variables reside in the
Object Directory and assigned them index and subindex. Additionally it defines the behavior of them.
It should be noted that can open allows to have just one profile in the CANopen node. First there is
just one entry in the OD for that, secondly the profiles have overlapping index subindex assignments.
To resolve that can uses application profiles. Still just on application profile is possible per CANopen
device, but the application profiles have virtual devices. As example the CiA417 lift application profile
can contain 1 to 8 virtual lifts (for US readers, lift means elevator). To communicate with an PLC or
PC there is the Interface Profile CiA405 that introduce new concepts as network variables (see also
CiA302). This way data can be exchanged in a standard way without really knowing their content.
Gateway functionality to other buses (as Modbus over TCP/IP) is also specified (see CiA309).

The Object Directory has a index section reserved for manufacturers proprietary objects to not put
limits to CANopen node developers.

CANopen node developers should be register at https://www.can-cia.org/index.php?id=canopen. A
hobbyist probably does not want to become a CANopen member and pay the yearly fee or the Vendor
ID registration fee and will therefore not having a vendor ID. An non conflicting Vendor ID as 0
should be used .

CAN Festival
Can festival is a CANopen framework http://www.canfestival.org/ that focuses on a CANopen stack
that can run on different platforms.

Under doc the source to created the documentation can be found. The manual could be created by cd
doc/manual and type make or simply use the already created pdf under /objdictedit/doc. To get the
code documentation cd doc/doxygen and then run doxygen.

https://www.can-cia.org/index.php?id=canopen
http://www.canfestival.org/
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After installing dev-python/gnosis-utils-1.2.2 the command  ./objdictedit.py brings up the object di-
rectory editor. The object directory editor creates a xml file with the od file extension, but to use it in
the application a c and h file can be created. Also an export to the commonly used EDS form is possible.

The c and h file of the object dictionary needs to be compiled with the application. The application
makes use of the canfestival lib. The canfestival lib communicates trough a target interface layer with
the operating system. the operating system needs a device driver to access the physical can controller
(or a virtual). Since most CANopen nodes are not PC's Canfestival supports also embedded devices.
The is the configure script in the can festivals top directory holds the default definitions, see help
how to pass other values  ./configure --help. It allows to turn your Linux computer into a CanOpen
node. If no can hardware is available then the serial driver ./configure --can=serial can be used to
connect two PC running canfestival. Or ./configure --can=virtual or, for kernel space: ./configure --
can=kernel_virtual to simulate a virtual can controller that produces echoes. modprobe vcan loads
the virtual can kernel driver vcan.

There are different example programs that run on a PC.

The HCS12 is well supported: There is also a sample applications for an Atmel AVR slave and an
Atmel AT91 master. Finally there are some hints how to port it to other devices.

Bluetooth

Inside bluetooth
Specifications are available via bluetooth org, however registration is required for full access. White-
papers can be downloaded and give a good overview. Many different protocol layers exist, and there-
fore bluetooth is not bluetooth, more has to be specified to get something working. Additionally dif-
ferent implementation exist. The HCI (Host controller interface) is the link to the hardware. Unfortu-
nately it is not clear what additional core protocols are included in HCI. Some of those core protocols
might be below HCI some above. The core protocols are:

Baseband to access the hardware, asynchronous and synchronous link features are supported

LMP (Link Manager Protocol)

Bluetooth logical link control and adaptation protocol (L2CAP)

SDP (Service Discovery Protocol)

On Top of the core protocols there is the Telephony Control Protocol layer containing RFCOMM the
Cable Replacement Protocol that allows receiving the AT commands from the AT command protocol
to setup a serial link, as in the old days using a modem. But there is also TCS Binary protocol.

Finally on top of those protocols there can be the adopted protocols as TCP/IP, PPP, OBEX, and many
more.

The blueZ stack in Linux supports the L2CAP, RFCOMM and SDP protocols.

Working with bluetooth means therefore knowing with what layer to deal with.

However this is often not enough, since the protocols do not describe a behavior of a device. To get
such devices with a standard interface and allow them to be exchanged by other devices, bluetooth
profiles have been defined that make use of the mentioned protocols. Interoperability is the key word.

Profiles might use and include other profiles. Generic Access Profile (GAP) is a fundamental profile
that is used by many other profiles.

The Serial Port Profile (SSP) is used to replace a point to point RS232 cable with a bluetooth link. It
makes use of GAP to make the link and the RFCOMM to set the parameters as baud date as well as
for the data exchange. Obviously it makes also use of the low layer core protocols.
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Adeunis ARF7678AA

The device is small but still hand solder-able even it is SMD. It works well for cable replacements but
there is nothing built in to ask for PIN for pairing. Therefore if security is an issue, it has to be done
on top of it or use an other approach as autoconnect to a given bluetooth mode.

After power up it is in transparent mode so no AT command will be accepted. To go in command mode
the send the A+++ sequence. Unfortunately this has also some timing constraints so when typing in
using the keyboard it might fail (as when it takes longer than 1 second that is the default time out).
gtkterm has the feature to send hex strings that can be edited and the send out in a canonical way so
the hex sequence is 41 2b 2b 2b (there is no need to write 0x41). If successful the module returns 0.

An other hurdle is that the AT commands must be upper case and AT will return an E indicating error
and not OK. A useful command is AT&V that pops out all registers.

Default settings : 9600, 8bits, 1 stop, no parity, HW flow control Enabled (connect RTS and CTS on
the module if connecting device has no hardware handshake.

The register S201 holds Serial Port Device and is the name that appears on bluetooth. It is advised to
change it so the device can better recognized ATS201=<new name> and verify it ATS201? Finally
store it in non volatile memory AT&W

Laird BTM411

Laird modules have the SPP (Serial Port Profile) profile implemented. The development board contain
an FT232 chip and can therefore be plugged into a PC. A program as gtkterm can be started at /dev/
ttyUSB0. Different ways exist how to make the connection

In general ATI<n> are used to get information back from the device.

The S registers can be used to configure the device ATS<n>? reads them ATS<n>=<nn> sets them.
ATIS512? shows the status after power up.

Connecting two modules using the bluetooth address

Preparation of the server

AT&f* restore factory settings

ATS102=1 enable Serial Port Profile (SPP)

ATS0=1 automatic response after ring

AT&W store setting

ATZ reset

AT+BTP make device connect-able until next power up happens

ATI4 returns the bluetooth address of the server

To not have to set AT+BTP at each power up the S512 register can be set to 4 via ATS512=4

Preparation of the client module

AT&f* restore factory settings
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ATS102=1 enable Serial Port Profile (SPP)

ATS0=1 automatic response after ring

AT&W store setting

ATZ reset

Connection android app SENA BTerm

Pair the device using android bluetooth. Start SENA BTerm connect via ATD<address of server
bluetooth address>. Click ok on android and send AT+BTBY on server module. To not require
sending AT+BTBY the pairing security level can be lowered in register 321 to 3 via ATS321=3.

Communication

Making the connection using the servers bluetooth address

AT+SPD<servers bluetooth address>

after that the connection is established and data can be exchanged. Both client and server can go back
to command mode entering a ^^^ sequence (instead of the +++ used for phones) (additional there
might be a timing constraint) or via DTR->DSR line. Once in command mode AT+SPH disconnects
the connection.

Pairing

Useful commands are ATI4 to see its own bluetooth address.

AT+BTT? List the trusted devices, the ones that have been paired in the past.

AT+BTD* Deletes the trusted devices ATZ should follow

AT+BTW<bluetooth address of server>makes a pair request on the server and if suc-
cessful enters the requesters bluetooth address in the AT+BTT? list.

Pairing can be more or less safe. Register S321 sets the different safety levels. Some of them require
a user interface (keys and display). ATS321? shows the level and ATS321=3 set level 3 that does not
require a user interface.

Other AT Commands

AT+BTK=”1234” set the pin code

After checking if the passkey matches AT+BTBY accepts the incoming pairing request and AT+BT-
BY. More secure confirmations require AT+BTB<6 digit key> to enter the key.

The profiles have uuid numbers assigned as 1101 for the SPP. This number pops up during connection
requests.

On the same or on an other PC that has Bluetooth running, using Blueman Device Manager it can be
scanned for a new device and then paired with the given pin, in the sample above 1234. After that
the device can be connected using the SPP profile. The device /dev/rfcomm0 will be created and
an other gtkterm can be started.

Since many devices do not have a keyboard and display or just make pairing more user friendly,
SSP (secure simple pairing) got introduced with bluetooth version 2.1. SSP allows to different user
interfaces as: nothing, yes/no button, display, ... . SSP has level 0 to 3 depending on the desired security
as Man In The Middle attack MITM.
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LIRC
Infrared is not visible for the human eye, however most digital cameras are able to see it. To trou-
bleshoot IR transmitters just look at them using a digital camera, and if it works IR LED sending out
infrared light appear as bright violet.

Figure 4.1. Make IR visible

See http://www.lirc.org/ there is also a windows version with nice descriptions http://winlirc.source-
forge.net/

LIRC inside
The lirc package contains two daemons lircd that has a link to the ir device driver and decodes the
signals to a socket available for other applications. Additionally there is lircmd that can be used for
IR based mice.

Lirc has one side toward the applications and one side toward the kernel device drivers.

Toward the applications it uses the socket /var/run/lirc/lircd that will usually be accessed
via its link /dev/lircd. The data exchanged between application and the lirc daemon is human
readable ASCII. irw is a program that hooks up there and prints everything coming from the lirc
daemon to the console. For the other way, meaning transmitting, there is irsend. However additional
daemons might exist as the mouse daemon /var/run/lirc/lircmthat sits above and make use
of /var/run/lirc/lircd. There is also lircrcd, a daemon that translates remote and key names
in uniform event names that are then exchanged with the applications making use of lirc. Lircrcd use
the ~/.lircrcfile or the system wide /etc/lirc/lircrcfor that and can be tested with ircat

Towards the application sw the lircd uses the var/run/lirc/lircd TCP/IP socket on Port 8765 and down-
wards it uses a /dev/lirc<n> file. It gets usually started via a startup script as /etc/init.d/lircd start,
but can obviously be started on the command line where parameters can be directly be passed. As --
driver and --device. When started it reads /etc/lirc/lircd.conf, so each time this file is changed lircd
needs to be restarted. It is also important that it will find this file and is able to parse it.

LIRC is able to record IR signals from remote controllers, analyze and store them. It is not limited to
a given IR protocol, since it can remember waveforms. A huge collection of already registered remote
controllers is available, but it is also easy to create such configuration files from scratch.

The device drivers are /dev/lirc. Depending on the type of the hardware device different modes
of operation exist.

About the IR signals and the configuration file
The configuration file /etc/lirc/lircd.conf can have two modes how to remember the but-
tons codes:

1. When LIRC understands the protocol, it describes them using a single code number per button but
a larger common section.

http://www.lirc.org/
http://winlirc.sourceforge.net/
http://winlirc.sourceforge.net/
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2. If the protocol is not understood the a raw format can be used where LIRC describes the IR wave-
form. Such files have a rather small common section but a big section containing the buttons, since
there the waveform is described.

See http://winlirc.sourceforge.net/technicaldetails.html for a description of the contents of those files.
Important to know is that a configuration file can have more than one device, this is especially useful
for transmitters where a single device (as Android) replaces many IR remote controllers. So do cat
config1 config2 > lircd.conf

The wave form contains pulses and spaces. The units for the duration values of a pulse or a space is
microseconds. A pulse is where the infrared signal is active, this is usually a modulated frequency in
the area of 35kHz. A small pulse contains about 20 periods of the 35kHz modulated frequency and
results in a microsecond value of 570. Such a modulated pulse can be technically easily distinguished
from IR radiation of the ambient as the constant frequency of infrared sun light or light bulbs producing
100 (or 120) Hz IR signals. A space is where nothing is transmitted between pulses. The last space is
the gap, when it is assumed that the buttons are released or some repetition of the code will start.

Figure 4.2. IR signals

the program mode2 returns a description of this wave. It uses the terms pulse for an infrared oscillation
and space for dark. It has a resolution of 1microsecond. If the space gets too long then a maximum
value is returned.

To see what comes out of /dev/lirc0 cat /dev/lirc0 > lircsamp.bin can be made and Crtl+Z, ps, kill
-9<PID>. A binary file is produced that can be observed with a hex editor. It comes as described in
http://www.lirc.org/html/technical.html#overview blocks of 4 Bytes, the first 3 Bytes are the length
of the pulse/space and the forth Byte is 0 for space and 1 for pulse. To make a custom hardware a
good try would be connect it to a ttyS or ttyUSB, the same sequence could be produced and instead of
creating a device driver just ln -s /dev/ttyS0 /dev/lirc0 could be made or tell lircd to read from /dev/
ttyS0 with the lircd -d option. Hopefully lircd would accepts it.

Lirc receivers
Some simple home-brew receiver designs are available, however those are a hack, and RS232 is on
many new computers outdated. Working with RS232 leads often to resources conflicts, especially
since those devices do not run on a RS232 to USB converter cable. Since the PC must handle the
pulses/spaces of the 38kHz modulated IR signal (creates interrupts), delays due to other tasks running
in the computer lead to errors in receiving. Transmitting is more critical since the receiving devices
expect a jitter-free timing.

Alternative designs are for USB with micro-controllers or communicate via UDP.

An other alternative is using the sound card and use an audio to LIRC converter. This also has the
option to make use of bluethooth audio connection between PC and audio to lirc converter.

Lirc transmitters
Receiving is much less problematic than transmitting. With transmitting the timing must be very pre-
cise and jitter free otherwise the devices do not accept the signal. Many simple transmitters put the

http://winlirc.sourceforge.net/technicaldetails.html
http://www.lirc.org/html/technical.html#overview
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burden to bit banging bit with a precise timing to the Linux kernel, but the kernels scope is do other
things as toggling a single bit once in a while. The result s a jitter in the signal that might be too much
for a device to accept. Some simpler HW design change and disable interrupts to assure a good IR
timing. This obviously looks critical if the PC is used also for things other than lirc.

A way out of this are transceiver that make use of a small microprocessor that does the timing. Ex-
amples for that is the UIRT.

A homebrew serial LIRC receiver

The simple proposed home-brew LIRC receiver (HB) shown on the LIRC web page violates the hard-
ware specifications for RS232 and might not work reliable:

A RS232 signal has a voltage swing from at least -3V to 3V whereas the simple HB-receiver has a
voltage swing from 0V to about 9V(= RTS-signal level). Not having a voltage swing that goes below
0V violates the RS232 specification and could create various troubles.

Investigate in more hardware to have good and clean signals will pay back! I have tested and recom-
mend the following clean receiver. Here how to build it, it is according to the following schematics
http://www.tb-electronic.de/vdr/lirc/lirc_rx.html:

Figure 4.3. Lirc serial receiver

http://www.tb-electronic.de/vdr/lirc/lirc_rx.html
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Figure 4.4. Component side

Figure 4.5. Solder side

Figure 4.6. Isolation

Here is Lirco the infrared sniffling dog
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Figure 4.7. Lirco

The following assumes you have a self made receiver (http://www.lirc.org/receivers.html) connect-
ed to the serial port /dev/ttyS0. See http://www.lirc.org/receivers.html to find how to build the
hardware.

The driver lirc_serial is required to be loaded. Since this driver accesses the serial port it has to made
sure that the serial port is free to be used by lirc. To not cause a conflict the 8250 device driver used
for serial ports, the system must know that a port will be used for IR and not as regular serial interface.
To disable it and have the port /dev/ttyS0 available for the IR receiver emerge setserial and do
setserial /dev/ttyS0 uart none. The program setserial has its configuration at /etc/serial.conf
where the uart to be used for lirc can be disabled and therefore reserved. It will run at boot when rc-
update add serial default due to etc/init.d/serial. So add to its configuration

/dev/ttyS0 uart none

There are two ways to get it, taking it from the lirc package or recently it might be found in the kernel
sources.

To use the kernel drivers delivered with lirc /etc/portage/make.conf has to be edited:

LIRC_DEVICES="serial"

As alternative the lirc_serial driver is required and can be selected in the kernel source (Found at
Staging drivers > Media staging drivers > Linux Infrared Remote Control IR receiver/transmitter dri-
vers ). The following assumes you select M and build it as module. This gives the driver ls -l /lib/
modules/3.0.6-gentoo/kernel/drivers/staging/lirc/

Maybe they will never make it into the kernel and will disappear since they have quite a big impact to
the kernel. Enable IR to LIRC bridge with CONFIG_IR_LIRC_CODEC and cat /usr/src/linux/.con-
fig | grep LIRC_CODEC add in /etc/portage/make.conf:

LIRC_DEVICES="userspace"

http://www.lirc.org/receivers.html
http://www.lirc.org/receivers.html
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Check if you have the outdated kernel driver delivered from the lirc package with: ls -l /lib/mod-
ules/3.0.6-gentoo/misc/lirc*. You might delete it manually since re-emerging does not remove it. Af-
ter that run update-modules --force so the system knows the correct modules.

emerge lirc

update-modules --force

Then run modprobe lirc_serial for the http://www.lirc.org/receivers.html and the udevadm monitor
will show you that /dev/lirc0 is created. Then fuser /dev/lirc0 shows you if the device is attached
to a process and prints out the process id. For now it should not return anything since it has to be free,
later on the LIRC daemon lircd will occupy it.

If modprobe lirc_serial fails check dmesg, it might be busy. If it is busy due to a shared IRQ, you can
try to fix it on hardware side as Bios or you can choose an other one that is supported by the hardware
modprobe lirc_serial irq=3 . cat /proc/interrupts shows how they are used. To make this persistent
there is /etc/modprobe.d/lirc. Since it comes with the kernel, it is also worth to test it having
it included in the kernel, so no modprobe lirc_serial is anymore necessary.

To see that all drivers are loaded lsmod

Finally add lirc_serial to /etc/conf.d/modules to have it automatically loaded during next boot.

To test the lirc hardware and drivers mode2 can be used that prints out pulse and space timing, this
works obviously just for IR receivers that do not decode the timing as the serial home brew receiver:

mode2

Press keys on your IR remote control to produce space and pulses. there is also the -m option that
prints out in an other form that might be interesting for manual created config files.

This is basically the wave form of the infrared signal that arrives. When finished do Ctrl + C

As an alternative the is xmode2 that shows it grafically

If it does not work, it could be the hardware or the software? On the 9pin Sub D shorts between pin1
(signal=DCD) and 5 (low=ground) or 7 (high=rts) produce space then open to produces pulse. If this
produces an effect on mode2 than the problem is on your hardware.

Audio receivers and transmitters

To use the sound card as IR receiver or transmitter looks like a hack, but it has some practical appli-
cations:

Modern devices lack on hardware interfaces but have a sound cards, instead of a headset a LIRC
transceiver can be plugged in.

What comes from the IR receiver can easily be captured as audio wave file and then analyzed using
a software as audacity. Since the memory space is on the computer, the maximum recording time is
nearly unlimited and this could even work better than using an expensive digital storage oscilloscope.

A hardware is used that is able to deal with a precise jitter free timing.

Ideal receiver for debug purposing of other transceivers

http://www.lirc.org/receivers.html
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Figure 4.8. IR audio schematics

Figure 4.9. IR audio hardware

There are two different audio drivers to choose from audio and audio_alsa.

Audio accesses the soundcard directly and is bypassing alsa. This alternative is just recommended if
alsa is not installed or when ir signals need to be sent. Actually both drivers can be installed since
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the lirc command line tools have the option to select what driver to be used instead of just taking the
default one.

To be able to transmit the 38kHz IR signal over the <20kHz audio channel, a trick is done, the sinu-
soidal signal gets rectified and therefore its frequency gets doubled. To have higher voltage on the IR
diodes, the diodes are connected between the two audio outputs that have a phase shift of 180°, this
way about 3m can be transmitted, for longer distance extra power is required.

Note

To test such transceiver a special stereo audio signal is needed that has a 180° phase shift.
A mono signal will never create a voltage difference between left and right channel. A usual
stereo signal will have just very little voltage differences between left and right channel.

Testing IR audio hardware

No ir kernel device driver needs to be added, since it uses the standard sound drivers.

To make the first test with the hardware see if alsa works, For the transmitter aplay /usr/share/sounds/
alsa/*. To see if alsa hears sound, plug in into the microphone jack something as an mp3 player. If
you hear something is not important, since this might be just audio passing the soundcards mixer. But
more important is that the sw can see the sound, so record 5 seconds of arecord -d 5 test.wav and
the play it back aplay test.wav

Now test if your lirc audio hardware works. Open two console windows one with alsamixer where
you have to set microphone boost to something. The second console is then used for arecord -d 5
test.wav and the play it back aplay test.wav. If you press in front of the lirc receiver an IR remote
control and you hear something than it is ok, if not do not worry too much. The next step is important.
In alsamixer press F4 to see the capture view, make sure here the microphone is enabled with some
boost level. Now specify also a sampling rate and type arecord -d 5 -r 40000 test.wav and press some
keys on the remote controller try to record and then play back with aplay test.wav. If you here some
key presses then everything is ok with the hardware.

Note

The amplitude of the sound received can be very critical. The IR receiver chip has a digi-
tal (DC) output but the audiocard has a AC input. Receiver designs and probably also the
motherboard use therefore capacitors to block the DC voltages toward the audio chip. If the
capacitors are too small then the signal looses it sharp edges and might not be understood,
if the capacitors are too big, then they can bring the signal into saturation when a packed of
carrier pulses arrive. Usually the IR chip has in idle condition a high level at its output and
therefore the capacitor gets charged. If now such a burst of carrier frequency arrives it looks
to the capacitor as there is half high level and therefore the capacitor needs to be de-charged
for that. This might take some time. During this time the arriving signal might be driven in
saturation and not received at all.

Figure 4.10. Running into saturation

A compromise is therefore required. A good way seems to be lowering the amplitude and
using rather bigger capacitors (>=47uF). If the signals arrive the average voltage does not
change a lot and the voltage on the capacitors is almost constant. It is recommended to open
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the recorded wav file with a sw as audacity and check if the wav file does not run into
saturation of the AD converter (is chopped off at the bottom and top). If this is the case the
lirc sw has troubles to understand and analyze it, so you need to decrease the sound level.

Figure 4.11. Understandable signal

The IR signal is actually 39kHz and to high to be used directly by the audio card, luckily the
IR detector chip handles this frequency and produces just a digital signal if this frequency
is present or not. More advanced hardware debugging can be made with special wave files
that send out continuous pluses and/or carrier frequencies. Using such signals allows easy
observation of the signals using a simple oscilloscope.

However arecord and audacity and the soundcard can act also as oscilloscope but with a limited
sampling rate (arecord allows sampling rates up to 192kHz, this is a bit misleading, since the analog
front-end to the card is just designed for 20kHz signals). Additionally since sound-cards are made for
up to 20kHz, analog filtering and audio processing (compressing techniques) might occur and have
effect when the IR signal looks different from an audio signal. The lirc audio signals to transmit are
quite critical since they contain a 19kHz modulated stereo IR signal.

Audio_alsa Transceiver

To use the audio_alsa driver with gentoo add the following line to /etc/portage/make.conf :

LIRC_DEVICES="audio_alsa"

Finally

emerge lirc

Commands as mode2 do not seem to work with audio_alsa but you can go directly to create your
lirc.config file, however irrecord is quite pedantic in what button names it accepts, so do irrecord --
list-namespace first or use use the option --disable-namespace (-n) and record the names you want
to use. Make sure the lirc daemon is not running:  /etc/init.d/lircd stop before doing irrecord

irrecord -n -d hw@48000 <name of remote> or irrecord -n -d hw@44100,l <name of
remote> or irrecord -n -d hw@44100,r <name of remote>

Audio Transceiver

Since audio_alsa does not support sending, the audio driver needs to be used. The drivers in the kernel
have also some settings to be made to enable transmitting.

There is also the transmitter useflag to be set.

Then lircd needs to be run, if not type /etc/init.d/lircd start

The following command should show your transmitter device irsend LIST "" "" .

If not there might be a problem with /etc/lirc/lircd.conf, fix it and /etc/init.d/lircd restart
The command irsend LIST <name of remote controller> "" should show all possible
keys that can be sent.
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irsend SEND_ONCE <name of remote controller><name of key> sends the key ones
irsend SEND_START <name of remote controller><name of key> sends the key
repetitively until irsend SEND_STOP <name of remote controller><name of key>

UDP
UDP allows having an non time critical interface to the hardware devices on userspace and have it also
available on Ethernet. It uses LIRC_MODE_MODE2 that transmits 4 bytes of data. Unfortunately it
can not transmit (there are patches for lirc versions around that allow transmitting, hopefully some
patches will make it into the stable lirc tree). When using upd, lircd is started with the command line
option as --device=5000 where 5000 is the udp port number.

UIR, IRman, UIRT, UIRT2 and USB-UIRT
The simple home-brew devices might work well but they put the burden of detecting the IR signal to
the Linux PC. A PC is not made for toggling bits at a precise timing a PC is done for processing data
and running programs. This is why microprocessor are used in: keyboards to scan key presses, mice
for looking at the spinning wheels or dealing with the opto-sensors, hard-disks and many more.

Therefore devices have been developed mostly on the microprocessor PIC16F84A that communicate
with the Linux PC via RS232 and do the IR bit banging stuff inside their firmware. Surprisingly the
PIC16F84A has not even a UART and needs to do bit banging also for the RS232. Unfortunately
many designs violate the RS232 spec that requires negative voltage for transmitting, they simply use
0 volt instead and hope that it works.

The PIC16F84A is quite an old micro-controller that gets therefore expensively. Modern micro-con-
trollers are cheaper and more powerful hand have definitely an UART.

It seems to be an evolution in those devices that somehow started from IRman that seems to be similar
to UIR (Universal Infrared Receiver), then UIRT (Universal Infra-Red Transceiver) got developed,
followed by UIRT2 and finally USB-UIRT that has a FT232 chip converting the arriving USB into
UART signals.

Unfortunately the story is quite old and information got lost in the open source community. Many links
to web pages do not work anymore. The most modern design USB-UIRT is a commercial product.

An other topic is that those devices might support more than one operation modes and Lirc has its
own names for that. So its sometimes not clear what lirc driver to be used and if the device is still
supported by lirc.

Note

Except USB is used the device make use of the control signals as RTS and DTR. So make
sure the RS232 cable has them wired as well. There are a lot for RS232 cables that lack of
all 9 wires.

UIR, IRman

Bad news first UIR and IRman support in Lirc is broken and nobody tries to fix it. Good news is that
IRman can also be used without Lirc.

UIR is used as a synonym of IRman in the Internet. It is difficult to find the historical reason for that.
Maybe the reason is that irman is a commercially available product and therefore a brand-name. UIR
stands for Universal Infrared Receiver and this means no transmit support. Unfortunately the UIR sites
are outdated, but there is still a lot of documentation around:

Info about UIR http://www.kasi-net.org/node/3

http://www.kasi-net.org/node/3
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A detailed info in Czech (luckily there is google translate) where the above UIR schematics pop up
under Irman (clone) https://www.root.cz/clanky/tucnak-na-dalkove-ovladani/

Lirc has support for irman therefore this section uses the term irman for it (UIR).

Testing a irman device is simple open a terminal as gtkterm and set it to 9600,8,N,1 and no handshake,
When irman power up a X should be sent, if garbage arrives then an older SW is used or the reset
hardware circuitry is not working nicely. To initialize it, send the characters IR (with some delay of
>500ms between I and R. The CR is not necessary. Then it responds with a OK. After that it is ready
and decodes incoming signal and sends out what it was able to decode.

Note

This means all what it is not able to decode will not be passed to the host. Subsequent IR will
no more produce OK this might cause a blockage when a program gets restarted. The clean
way is to reset IRman this is done by toggling RTS to 0 and then back to 1.

When something is decoded the result will be sent out to the PC in 6 Byte binary, so strange characters
appear on the console. All bits received create a finger print resulting in the 6 Byte code.

Irman is a bit special when it comes to lirc. Things as mode2 do not work, since irman replaces puls-
es and spaces with a decoded code. There has to be libirman installed that brings /etc/libir-
man.conf that has to be edited to link the 6 Byte codes to a button and remote name. Lirc then talks
to libirman and no more to the device.

For simple and dedicated applications it is possible to use libirman directly and not use lirc at all.

Libirman comes with test programs that do not run under gentoo linux. The reason is that these are just
bash wrapper scripts and call the libirman library and this fails. So download the tar.gz manually and
./configure and then  make will do it. Don't use make install so the binaries stay in your temporary
directory and cause no conflict with your package management system of your Linux distribution..

./test_io /dev/ttyS0 will initialize Irman (IR string) and IRman responses with OK, then it prints out
IR codes until a timeout will exit the program. On a well working environment, it waits forever for
new IR codes and therefore Ctrl-Z is the only way to exit.

./test_func /dev/ttyS0 is similar to test_io just the output string is formatted. Those formatted strings
are now required to edit the /etc/libirman.conf that has to be renamed and put under /~/.li-
birmanrc

./test_name /dev/ttyS0 will finally replace the formatted strings with the names from /~/.libir-
manrc. When working, it is time to move and rename /~/.libirmanrc to /usr/local/etc/
irman.conf to have a system wide setup ./test_name /dev/ttyS0 should now take the system wide
setup and still work.

UIRT

The UIRT is still well documented see http://free-zg.t-com.hr/DPM/ele.htm. The UIRT is upward
compatible to UIR and IRman and offers some more features as transmitting. After power up or when
RTS goes low and back to high the operation mode can be set, once set it stays within this mode.

It can therefore be tested similar to a UIR or IRman.

For reception there is alternatively to the UIR mode the grab mode that is entered by IG and UIRT
responses with OG. In grab mode 22Bytes are sent to the host that now describe the wave form and do
no more represent a pseudo random number as in UIR mode.

Finally there is the transmit mode, that can be entered by IT and UIRT response with OT. After that
the 22Bytes describing the IR wave form have to be sent, and when sent, UIRT blocks until next RTS
off on cycle.

https://www.root.cz/clanky/tucnak-na-dalkove-ovladani/
http://free-zg.t-com.hr/DPM/ele.htm
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Other modes are: IV returns the firmware version of UIRT ID the debug mode to get timing of the
received IR signal, Finally there are also the two modes load config and save config that allow con-
figure the UIR mode.

UIRT2

The publicly documented UIRT2 outdated. UIRT2 starts differently from UIRT. However it seems
that there were in the past different UIRT implementations and one was similar to UIRT2 but no traces
can be found anymore on the Internet). It has a higher baudrate of 115200, it goes directly in UIR
mode and everything is binary.

It accepts commands from the host to switch the mode. Simple commands are formed by a command
byte plus a checksum (command + checksum =0x00). The so called extended commands contain also
data and a length byte to be sent with the command byte (as used for transmitting). After receiving
the command the UIRT2 responses with 0x21 for ok, 0x20 for transmitting, 0x80 for checksum error
0x81 for timeout and 0x82 for unknown command.

It supports different modes as:

0x20 0xe0 for UIR

0x21 0xdf for raw receiving mode

0x22 0xde for struct mode

Additionally 0x23 0xdd request the UIRT2 sw version

The raw modes do not much data de/encoding, so it gives a nice work share between little micro-
processor taking care about the jitter free bit banging and have the fully blown Linux PC doing the
decoding without the need to take care about time jitter.

The command 0x21 0xdf puts the UIRT2 in raw receiving mode. In raw receiving mode it acts similar
to the lirc mode2. The first two bytes are the pause (big endian) to the previous IR frame. The a byte
containing the pulse with of the first pulse comes, next byte is the the width of the space or if the
frame is finished 0xff will be sent as frame delimiter. all numbers have to be multiplied by 50us to
get the time.

Sending with raw data works with the 0x36 command and obviously the data to be send must be
packed to the command. After 0x36 a byte containing the length of the raw data struct+1 and finally
the check sum byte is added that makes the sum of all bytes give 0x00.

The structure of the raw data follows what is received in raw mode, except that an additional Byte will
be added at the end, this byte defines the carrier frequency the a number defining how many times the
IR signal has to be sent out. UIRT2 response with 0x20 telling that it is transmitting. A drawback of
raw transmitting is the limit of maximum 23 pulse/space combinations.

USB-UIRT

USB-UIRT is similar to the devices above but there are differences. Unfortunately it is just commer-
cially available and therefore the SW is not available.

Setting up and testing the LIRC receiver
For testing any remote controller can be used, however when looking for a device to control the PC
running applications as home theaters a programmable IR remote controller supporting multiple de-
vices can be used. Look that it has up/down left/right arrows and an ok button and that they are not
used as volume and channel up/down. For the computer use e.g. AUX1 as the LIRC device and if it
is a programmable remote controller leave it non programmed, so it takes the default values. If you
reset the device, change its battery or buy a second one, the default will stay but any programming
will be gone.
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Figure 4.12. IR Remote controller

Make sure the lirc daemon is not running  /etc/init.d/lircd stop

You need a configuration file that maps the received ir signals to button identifiers. Either get the
contents of the file from http://lirc.sourceforge.net/remotes/

Choosing a remote controller from there might save you some work or if you pick a bad one nothing
at all.

Many remote controllers are not suited to be used for your application under Linux since you want
to be more flexible and open, therefore check that you have at least some up/down/left/right and ok
buttons on the remote controller. Use names for the keys as shown with irrecord --list-namespace or if
annoying use irrecord --disable-namespace (or -n). You can easily edit and clean up the names later.

A good approach to spend some time and create some documentation, this helps you later to save
some time, so to do:

irrecord --list-namespace > lirckeys.txt

Then open this file with a spreadsheet program and edit it look at your remote controller and decide
how to assign names to the keys. Print it out or have it ready on the screen for the next step.

|| pause

[] stop

> play

>> forward fast winding

<< reverse fast winding, rewind

|< replay, back

>| skip, forward

To create your own remote controller file:

irrecord<file4yourremote>

or if the protocol is not understood

irrecord -f<file4yourremote>

Three steps are required within irrecord, press the keys irrecord tries to understand the protocol, give
a name press the key and irrecord saves up, except for the -f option configure the repeat function.

Copy and rename one of those files as /etc/lirc/lircd.conf. Or better leave them as they are
and where they are and make a link:

ln -s <here is the config file> /etc/lirc/lircd.conf

Unfortunately it can happen that irrecord does not create a perfect file. The result can be that keys
need to press twice to take effect. This is due to bits that the remote controller toggles when key got

http://lirc.sourceforge.net/remotes/
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pressed twice. irrecord detects also toggle bits but sometimes it struggles with them. If the file is
understood by using the documentation as http://www.lirc.org/html/technical.html#overview, it can
be manually edited.

If you want to use more than one remote control you can simply concatenate the configuration files:

cat<config1><config2> >/etc/lirc/lircd.conf.

To start lircd type /etc/init.d/lircd start whereas /etc/lirc/lircd.conf holds the above gained
info about your IR remote controller.

Use irw to deviate output of lircd to the console for debug purposes. When finished do Ctrl + C

Be first happy with your IR hardware before you install too many software applications. Otherwise
you will have difficulties debugging the low level stuff.

To automate startup check

/etc/modules.d/lirc

/etc/conf.d/lircd

and then add it to the rc scripts:

rc-update add lircd default

/etc/init.d/lircd start

/etc/modules.d/aliases

alias char-major-61 lirc_driver

update-modules

/etc/init.d/lircd start

Finally there are sender applications where the pc could act as a remote controller.

LIRC troubleshooting
Lirc is sending out IR signals but the receiving device does not do anything.

Use an audio lirc receiver and record wav files.

A wave file from the original remote controller (e.g. press 2 times the power button within a pause
of 1 second)

A wave file sent out by lircd using the same button.

Use audacity to compare the two wave forms. If they are the same but it still don't work, then it might
be that both carrier frequencies are not the same. This can be easily fixed by adding

frequency <freq>

to the remote control in lircd.conf file. The frequencies are in the range from 34000 to 44000 where
38000 is the default.

irrecord can not even store in raw format. This can happen on devices as an IR garage door opener,that
sends out the infra red signal far different from the rest of the world. Check the signal by producing
a wav file using an audio receiver or/and try mode2. If mode2 works, capture a file with a single
button press: mode2 > mode2.txt this can be imported in a spread sheet program and the length of the

http://www.lirc.org/html/technical.html#overview
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pulse can be measured as 202439 us for my garage door opener. mode2 -m > mode2m.txt produces
a similar file that can be edited in a text editor to get a lircd.conf file.

Using v4l2 ir devices under LIRC
Maybe your application supports just LIRC or you want to map the keys to some functions. Drawback
is that you can not use the receiver for other remote controllers and your v4l2 remote controller prob-
ably has not all the buttons that you would like.

Add to /etc/portage/make.conf

LIRC_DEVICES="devinput"

Create a kernel with CONFIG_INPUT_EVDEV as module (Input device support => event interface).

modprobe evdev

cat /proc/bus/input/devices to see which event device the IR input device has.

Get the http://linux.bytesex.org/v4l2/linux-input-layer-lircd.conf file from the v4l2 site. Copy this and
rename this file to /etc/lirc/lircd.conf as backup and name this file inputlayer.

/usr/sbin/lircd -H dev/input -d /dev/input/event<n>

irw to test.

http://linux.bytesex.org/v4l2/linux-input-layer-lircd.conf
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